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PREFACE
A quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) was used to obtain effective dif-
fusion coefficients of toluene diffusing into CaC03 filled poly(vinyl acetate). Ex-
perimental diffusion data were obtained at 60°C and 80°C for weight percents of
0,3.3,4.9, and 10% CaC03 at concentrations of toluene below 0.15 weight fraction
at 60°C and at toluene weight fraction below 0.10 at 80°C.
Effective diffusion coefficients were also calculated from a free-volume
equation modified to account for the filler by fitting experimental effective dif-
fusion coefficients to this equation. Several other models were also examined for
their ability to accurately represent the experimental effective diffusion coefficient
data.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Heterogeneous materials such as filled polymers are used extensively in in-
dustrial processes and commercial applications. Fillers are important constituents
of many elastomers, plastics and coatings. They come in the form of small par-
ticles of different shapes. Fillers may be crystalline or amorphous. They have a
significant influence upon the properties of materials and can be used to increase
the mechanical durability, improve elastic properties, or give certain color or op-
tical properties to the polymeric materials. Fillers also modify the sorption and
permeability to diffusants. Diffusion and transport of matter in filled polymers are
important in processes such as the drying of coatings and adhesives; air or moisture
permeability of paint films; and the use of membranes in separations processes.
Of particular interest is the process that led to this study, viz., drying
of polymer based coatings on paper in which a filled polymer solution is coated
on a continually moving web of paper. The web passes through a dryer where
the solvents are removed from the surface of the coating with the help of nozzles
blowing air at a controlled velocity and temperature. Solvents move to the surface
of the coating by molecular diffusion, which is often the rate controlling step of
solvent removal. Controlling the drying process is important in order to obtain a
coating free of defects.
Appropriate modeling of the drying process facilitates the selection of op-
timum operating conditions to produce a dry coating without defects. Drying
models are benificial in finding drying conditions for new products, in productivity
improvements in which line speed increases, and in tlle design of new drying equip-
ment. Models [Vrentas et al., 1994] have been developed to describe the drying
1
2process of coatings on continuous webs. An important parameter in drying models
is the diffusion coefficient for solvent diffusing through the coated film. The diffu-
sion coefficient is a function of the solvent concentration in the film, the amount
of filler in the film, and the temperature of the film and surrounding air.
Mass transfer in filled polymers is a complicated process which involves not
only diffusion in the continuous polymer phase. Other factors such as adsorption
of penetrant on the surface of fillers and small gaps in the structure, which are
filled by diffusing gases, affect the overall transfer of penetrant in a filled polymer.
An application of the classical solution of Fick's diffusion equation to sorption data
for filled polymers leads to an "effective" diffusion coefficient which in most cases
is smaller than the true diffusivity in the polymer phase due to immobilization of
gases from the presence of fillers. This subject is discussed in the next chapter.
The objective of this work was to measure sorption data on a filled polymer
using a piezoelectric quartz crystal microbalance and to evaluate effective diffu-
sion coefficients from the data. The diffusion coefficient was evaluated for various
solvent concentrations, filler contents and temperatures.
Acrylic polymers are used for most paper coating applications, and typical
solvents are toluene or water. The polymer chosen for this study was poly(vinyJ
acetate) (PVAC) and the solvent was toluene. This choice showed similarities in
properties with a typical coating for paper, and the results for neat PVAC could be
compared with experimental results of previous researchers in this field [Mikkilineni
et al., 1995]. Coatings utilize a variety of fillers, additives, and optical brighteners.
Calcium carbonate is a typical filler and it was chosen for use in this work. The
results of this work were compared with known models for mass transfer in filled
polymers.
CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND ON DIFFUSION OF PENETRANTS IN POLYMERS
The first section of this chapter contains a discussion of experimental meth-
ods for obtaining sorption data, with particular emphasis on the quartz crystal
microbalance method used in this study. The next section contains a discussion
of methods of analysis for the quartz crystal microbalance in order to obtain a
diffusion coefficient. This is followed by several sections which contain discussions
of various behaviors inherent to diffusion in polymers. Major topics. discussed
are Fickian and anomalous diffusion, the free volume theory of polymer-solvent
diffusion, and mass transfer in heterogeneous materials.
Experimental Methods for Obtaining Diffusion Coefficients
Experimental methods for studying the diffusion of gases in polymers have
been discussed by Felder and Huvard [1980}. Their historical overview dates back
almost 170 years and contains discussions of many diffusion phenomena and meth-
ods. Another source, which contains more detailed demonstrations of the theory,
is the work of Crank and Park [1968}. This section focuses on methods of greatest
relevance to this work.
Fundamental Diffusion Equations
Diffusion of a gas in any material, rubber or plastic, amorphous or crys-
talline, neat or filled, involves transport of the gas from one part of the material
to another. Just as the viscosity is a coefficient that describes the transport of
momentum in a gas or liquid in the familiar Newton's law of viscosity, and the
3
4heat transfer coefficient describes the transport of thermaJ energy in a materiaJ
according to Fourier's law of heat conduction, the diffusion coefficient describes
the transport of mass in a material in accordance with Fick's law of diffusion,
J = _DoC
ox' (1 )
where J is the rate of transfer of diffusing gas per unit area of a specified sectional
area, C is the concentration of diffusing substance, x is the space coordinate mea-
sured normal to the section, and D is the diffusion coefficient, or diffusivity. This
equation is referred to as Fick's first law of diffusion. The diffusion coefficient has
dimensions of length2 time-1 and in this work, has units cm2 sec-I. From a mass
balance on an element of volume containing material, the differential equation of
diffusion takes the form
oC = ~ (DOC) +~ (DOC) +~ (DOC) ,
at ox ox oy oy oz oz
where D can be a function of C. If D is constant then equation 2 becomes
(2)
(3)
If the diffusion is in one direction r equations 2 and 3 simplify to what is commonly
referred to as Fick's second law of diffusion,
(4)
and, if the diffusion coefficient is constant,
(5)
The equations for one-dimensional diffusion are valid for this work since
thin polymer films were used.
General Sorption Methods for Studying Diffusion
In general, there are three experimental techniques from which diffusion
coefficients are obtained. These are: sorption into or out of a polymer, permeation
5through a membrane into a closed chamber, and permeation through a membrane
into a flowing stream. Only sorption is discussed in detail in this thesis since this
study used a sorption method.
Sorption methods are mainly used in measurements of equilibrium solubil·
ities, two-stage sorption processes, slow processes, studies of anomalous diffusion,
high-pressure measurements and studies of cracking and crazing [Felder and Bu-
vard, 1980]. Categories of sorption measurements include integral sorption, inte-
gral desorption, interval sorption, and interval desorption. In integral sorption, the
polymer is abruptly exposed to a step change in penetrant concentration at the
boundaries of the polymer. In integral desorption, the polymer is initially equi-
librated with a penetrant, and abruptly exposed to a penetrant-free atmosphere,
usually a vacuum, until no penetrant remains in the polymer. Interval sorption and
desorption are the same as integral sorption and desorption, respectively, except
that the initial and final penetrant concentrations are' greater than zero. In all four
categories of sorption measurements, the mass of the penetrant in the polymer is
measured as a function of time, either directly, as in gravimetric techniques, or
indirectly by measuring a change in properties such as pressure or volume of the
atmosphere surrounding the polymer.
The method used in this work involved determining the mass of the pen-
etrant in the polymer indirectly by measuring a change in the frequency of a
piezoelectric quartz crystal as a function of time.. For both direct and indirect
methods, the data usually appear as shown in Figure 1. The variable, MtiMoo ! is
plotted on the ordinate, where Mt is the instantaneous mass sorbed or desorbed
and Moo is the mass sorbed or desorbed at equilibrium. Time, t or ,fi is plotted
on the absisca. In the integral sorption method, Moo is the ultimate final mass
of the penetrant in the polymer. In the integral desorption method, Moo is the
initial mass of the penetrant in the polymer. In the interval sorption or desorp-
tion method, Moo is the difference between the initial and the final mass of the
penetrant in the polymer.
61.0 -,------------=-----_
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
Figure 1. A Typical Reduced Sorption Curve Obtained from a Step-Change Sorp-
tion Experiment.
7If a sorption experiment was followed by a desorption experiment to the
initial penetrant level, one might expect that the sorption and desorption curves
would coincide. However, this is only true for Fickian diffusion with a constant
diffusion coefficient, D. If D increases with the penetrant concentration, such
as toluene in PVAC as is used in this work, the sorption curve lies above the
desorption curve. If D decreases with the penetrant concentration, the sorption
curve lies below the desorption curve. If swelling is significant and stress relax-
ation of the polymer controls the penetration rate, the sorption curve is sigmoidal,
but desorption from the swollen polymer is Fickian and initially relatively rapid.
If relaxation occurs slowly, two stage sorption occurs. Fickian and Non-Fickian
diffusion are discussed in a later section.
The Quartz Crystal Microbalance Sorption Apparatus
All data in this work were' obtained with a quartz crystal microbalance
(QCM). The QCM used in this work was developed by Deshpande [1993] to mea-
sure the diffusion characteristics of a penetrant in a polymer film. The QCM was
later modified by Mikkilineni to reduce operational difficulties, increase the accu-
racy of the data, and increase the ease of operation of the apparatus [Mikkilineni,
1995]. This subsection discusses the QCM apparatus as it existed in the work of
Mikkilineni [1995].
The principal component of the QCM was a 0.5 inch circular gold coated
piezoelectric quartz crystal. A mechanical stress, when applied to a piezoelectric
quartz crystal, induces an electric potential across the crystal, or vice versa, an
electrical potential applied across a piezoelectric quartz crystal induces a mechan-
ical strain in the crystal. This property of the quartz crystal facilitated extremely
accurate measurements of the rate of diffusion of solvents in polymers. By includ-
ing the quartz crystal in a circuit, a small electric potential was created across the
crystal and the crystal vibrated at its resonant frequency.
8A 6 MHz gold coated AT-cut piezoelectric quartz crystal was used in the
experiments. The crystal was coated with a polymer solution. A penetrant diffus-
ing into this polymer coating decreased the resonant frequency of the crystal. The
resonant frequency of the piezoelectric quartz crystal was found to be extremely
sensitive to changes in mass on the surface of the crystal. A load as low as 1
nanogram could cause a detectable change in the frequency of the quartz crys-
tal [Mikkilineni, Tree, and High, 1995]. Since the quartz crystal was so sensitive
to mass changes, a small change in the concentration of the solvent in the polymer
caused a measurable change in the frequency, which allowed diffusion data to be
obtained at low and closely spaced solvent concentrations.
The bulk of the QCM was constructed from a stainless steel six way cross
chamber (Kurt J. Lesker Co., C6-0600) that had entrances at all six ports. Figure 2
shows a schematic diagram of the QCM. The chamber was operable from 10-11 torr
to slight positive pressures and up to a maximum temperature of 500°C [Mikkili-
neni, 1995]. A standard quartz crystal sensor (Leybold Inficon, 750-207-Gl) which
housed and provided a circuit for the quartz crystal was placed in the right port
of the chamber (see Figure 2). A thin-film-deposition controller (Leybold Inficon,
XTC/2), interfaced to a computer, monitored the frequency of the crystal. A com-
puter program recorded frequency as a function of time as the penetrant diffused
into the polymer.
The QCM was enclosed in a box made of plywood lined with insulating
material to accurately control the chamber and polymer film temperature. A
heating element mounted on a metallic stand was used to heat the box. A fan
was used to circulate the hot air in the box. The fan motor was mounted on the
outside of the box to prevent overheating of the motor due to the high operating
temperature in the box [Mikkilineni, 1995]. The motor was connected to the fan
inside the box by an aluminum shaft and was mounted onto one side of the box.
A temperature controller (LFE Instruments, 2004) was used to regulate the
temperature inside the box. A resistance temperature device was also mounted in
the back port of the chamber (not shown in Figure 2) to measure the temperature
9To Computer!
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Figure 2. Schematic Diagram of the Quartz Crystal Microbalance.
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inside the chamber. Several resistance temperature devices were installed in the
box and surface mounted onto the cross chamber to check for temperature gradients
in the box and chamber [Mikkilineni, 1995].
The chamber was evacuated to remove any contaminants, such as air or
penetrant from previous experiments. The bottom port of the chamber led to
two vacuum pumps. A rotary vane pump (Leybold Inficon, Trivac A 4-A) was
used to obtain pressures of the order of 10-2 torr, and a turbomolecular pump
(Leybold Inficon, Turbovac 50) was used to reduce pressures further, to the order
of 10-7 torr. A liquid nitrogen trap (Kurt J. Lesker Co., LNF 1000) was used in
line to keep solvent vapors from entering the pumps and oil vapors from entering
the chamber. A gate valve (Kurt J. Lesker Co., SG0400) was connected to the
turbomolecular pump and a right angle valve (Huntington Laboratories, EV 150)
was connected to the rotary vane pump through the liquid nitrogen trap'. The two
valves were required to connect the chamber to the rotary vane pump or to the
turbomolecular pump, so that vapors would not enter the turbomolecular pump
during initial evacuation of the chamber with the rotary vane pump. To prevent
the turbomolecular pump from overheating, cold water was circulated through a
heat exchanger mounted on the pump casing.
A Pirani gauge (Leybold Inficon, PG3; sensor, TR901) and a hot-cathode
ionization gauge (Leybold Inficon, IG3; sensor, 850-675-G5) were connected on
the outside of the box to the pipe which connected the chamber with the turbo-
molecular pump. The gauges measured pressure in the chamber and were used
only during the evacuation process. The Pirani gauge measured low vacuum
(,....., 1000 _10-4 torr absolute) and the hot-cathode ionization gauge measured high
vacuum ("" 10-2 - 10-10 torr absolute). A pressure gauge (Druck Instruments,
DPI 265) was also mounted in the top port of the chamber to measure pressure
in the chamber after the penetrant was introduced. This gauge can be used to
measure pressures of solvent vapors in the chamber over the range of 0 - 19.999
psia and can withstand temperatures up to 300°C [Mikkilineni, 1995].
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The front port of the chamber was used to introduce solvent into the
chamber. A jacketed metallic flask containing the penetrant was connected to the
chamber using 1/4 in. stainless tubing. Water could be circulated through the flask
to heat or cool the solvent to a desired temperature. A toggle valve was used to
control the flow of penetrant into the chamber. A needle valve was used to isolate
the flask. A quick connect coupling was used in the tubing connecting the solvent
flask and the chamber to make solvent change in the flask easy [Mikkilineni, 1995].
A magnetic stirrer was used to ensure that the solvent was weD mixed throughout
the experiment.
Further modifications, made to the QCM for this work, are discussed in the
next chapter. A detailed, stepwise experimental procedure is given in Appendix A.
Methods of Analyzing Data Obtained Using the Quartz Crystal Microbalance
Diffusion coefficients for polymer-penetrant systems are typically highly
concentration dependent. However, all of the methods discussed in the literature
assume that the diffusion coefficients are concentration independent. In order to
calculate the concentration depen'dence, the sorption experiments are performed
over small step changes in pressure driving the sorption.' Over these small changes
in driving force, the concentrations do not change significantly and the methods
employing constant diffusion coefficients are valid.
Crank [1956] derived solutions for one-dimensional diffusion in a plane
sheet. These solutions apply to diffusion into a sheet of polymer assuming that
the edges of the sheet can be ignored and diffusion can be considered as taking place
only through the surface of the sheet. Since the polymer films used in this work
were about 3 to 5 pm in thickness and about 5 to 8 mmin diameter, this assumption
is valid. The derivation starts with the one-dimensional diffusion equation
(6)
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The initial and boundary conditions for this equation are
C(x,O) = Gl , (7)
C(L, t) = Co, (8)
oC
-(0 t) = O. (9)
ox
The initial condition indicates that at t = 0 the entire polymer film is at a uniform
concentration of C1 . The first boundary condition indicates that at any time after
the beginning of diffusion into the polymer film, the concentration at the surface of
the film, x = L, is maintained constant at Co. This boundary condition emphasizes
the importance of introducing the penetrant into the quartz crystal microbalance
chamber instantaneously and, during the sorption experiment, maintaining a con-
stant concentration at the surface of the polymer film. This requires the pressure
in the chamber to be constant. Since the QCM is mainly used for step change
absorption experiments, Co is greater than Cl . The second boundary condition in-
dicates that there is no transport of penetrant through the bottom of the polymer
film at x = O. The exact solution of equation 6 subject to equations 7, 8 and 9 is
given by Crank [1956] as
C - C1 ~( )n f (2n + I)L - x ~( 1)" f (2n + I)L + x
--- = L -1 er c + L - er c .
Go - C1 n=O 2..j(Dt) n=O 2vfl5ij (10)
(11)
The concentration of penetrant in the polymer film according to equation 10 is a
function of time and position inside the film. The mass of penetrant in the polymer
film at a specified time could be determined by integrating the concentration profile
of equation 10 over the thickness of the slab at that time. From this procedure,
the ratio of the mass sorbed by the polymer film at time t to the mass sorbed by
the film at equilibrium (t = 00) is [Crank, 1956]
M t = _~~ 1 ex {-D(2n+l f ll. 2t}.
Moo 1 7r2 L (2n + 1)2 P 4L2
n=O
The corresponding solution that is useful for small times is [Crank, 1956]
M (Dt)1/2 { 00 nL }
_t = 2 -2 7r- l / 2 + 22":( -1)"ierfc -/(15t) .
Moo L n=l (Dt)
(12)
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The important assumptions made in the derivation of equations 11 and 12
are that
1. Diffusion of penetrant into the polymer film occurs in one dimension.
2. Concentration of the penetrant at the surface of the film is constant.
3. The diffusion coefficient is a constant.
The first assumption holds well since the polymer films used in this work had a
small thickness compared to the surface area coated on the quartz crystal. The
thicknesses of the films were about 3 to 5 p.m, while the diameters of the films
were about 5 to 8 rom. The second assumption holds well in this work since the
pressure of the penetrant in the chamber was increased quickly and leaks in the
chamber were small. Since diffusion of a penetrant into a polymer is dependent
on the concentration of penetrant in the film, the third assumption can only be
satisfied approximately if the sorption experiment is carried out over a small step
of change in concentration. This was achieved by introducing small amounts of
penetrant into the chamber for a sorption run and performing a series of these
small step change absorption experiments over the penetrant concentration range
of interest.
Obtaining a Sorption Curve from Frequency Data
As the penetrant diffuses into the polymer fiim, a computer records the
frequency as a function of time. Figure 3 shows a plot of a typical response of
crystal frequency to a step change in pressure of the penetrant in the chamber
where the polymer coated quartz crystal is housed. From the frequency responce
data, graphs of MtiMoo versus t or yfi are generated.
Theoretical details of piezoelectric quartz crystals are described in Mikki-
lineni's thesis [1995]. The essence of the theory is that the change of mass, 6.m,
on the quartz crystal is proportional to the frequency change, .6.f, of the crystal,
.6.m = k6.f, (13)
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where k is a proportionality constant. The mass change of penetrant in the polymer
film at time, t, after the step change in penetrant pressure, is
Mt = k(ft - il), (14)
where 11 is the frequency of the coated crystal before the penetrant is allowed
into the chamber, and It is the frequency of the coated crystal at time t after
the penetrant is allowed into the chamber. If only the first step of the sorption
experiment is considered, then 11 is the frequency of the polymer coated, solvent-
free crystal and M t is the total mass of penetrant in the polymer at time t. If
the nth step is considered (n > 1) 1 then II is the frequency of the polymer coated
crystal before the step change and M t is the change in mass of the penetrant in
the polymer from the onset of the step change to time t after the step change in
chamber pressure. After sufficiently large time (I'V 15 minutes for unfilled polymer
and up to 6 hours for filled polymer), the penetrant comes to equilibrium with the
polymer film and the mass of penetrant in the film approaches a constant value.
Polymer-solvent equilibrium is established, and equation 14 is still valid as t -+ 00.
The ratio of the mass sorbed at time t, M t , to the mass sorbed at equilibrium,
Moo, can be expressed as
Mt It - II
- =, (15)
Moo 100 - il
where I (XI is the frequency of the coated crystal at polymer-solvent equilibrium.
Figure 4 shows a plot of Mt/Moo obtained from equation 15 versus .,ft. Such a
plot is called a reduced sorption curve. Once the Mt/Moo data are obtained, the
diffusion coefficients can be estimated.
Evaluating Diffusion Coefficients Using the Half-Time Method
The simplest technique for estimating the diffusion coefficient is the half-
time method. Equation 11 is used, and the value of tf £7. for which Mt/Moo = 1/2
is approximately given as
(16)
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with an error of about 0.001 per cent [Crank, 1956]. After performing the necessary
arithmetic, the time t 1/ 2 for which MtiMoo equals 1/2 for a plane sheet is given by
D = 0.19675L
2 (17)
t 1/ 2
Evaluating Diffusion Coefficients Using the Initial Slope Method
The initial slope method was initially used for evaluating the diffusion co-
efficients from data taken on the quartz crystal microbalance at Oklahoma State
University. All the sorption curves obtained by Deshpande [1993] and Mikkili-
neni [1995] were analyzed with the initial slope method.
During the initial stages of the sorption experiment, the polymer film be-
haves as a semi-infinite medium and the ratio of the mass uptake at time t to the
mass uptake at time t = 00 increases linearly with 0, often to as much as 50 per
cent of MtiMoo [Crank and Park, 1968]. At small times, the summation term in
equation 12 can be neglected, and the equation becomes
M t 2 (Dt)1/2
Moo = ft L2 (18)
According to equation 18, the average diffusion coefficient can be calculated as
(19)
where R i is the initial slope of the MtlMoo vs. 0 curve. If the sorption curve
is approximately linear up to MtiMoo = 1/2, equation 17 and equation 19 would
yield about the same diffusion coefficient [Crank, 1956]. Figure 5 shows an exam·
pIe of an evaluation of the diffusion coefficient by the initial slope method. The
fractional solvent uptake was plotted as a function of the square root of time.
Linear regression was used to determine the slope of the initial portion of the
sorption, from MdMoo = 0 to 0.5. Equation 19 was used to calculate the diffu-
sion coefficient. The sorption curve in this example is linear well above 50 per
cent of MtiMoo. Most of the experimental sorption curves obtained in this work
were linear to approximately 25 per cent. The length of the initial linear portion
of the sorption curve will vary between sorption experiments depending on the
concentration dependence of the diffusion coefficient [Crank and Park, 19681·
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Evaluating Diffusion Coefficients Using the Limiting Slope Method
The limiting slope method [Balik, 1996; Palekar, 1995] uses only the first
term of the series in equation 11. At large times, a plot of In {I - Mt/Moo } ver-
sus time approaches a straight line, and the average diffusion coefficient can be
calculated as
(20)
R1 is the limiting slope of the In {I - Mt/Moo } vs. t curve. Figure 6 shows an
example of an evaluation of the diffusion coefficient by the limiting slope method.
In {I - MtiMoo} was plotted as a function of time. Linear regression was used to
determine the limiting slope, from MtiMoo = 0.99 to 0.996. Equation 20 was used
to calculate the diffusion coefficient.
Evaluating Diffusion Coefficients Using the Moment Method
In this work, the moment method was used to evaluate the diffusion coef-
ficients. The moment method [Felder and Huvard, 1980; Palekar, 1995J is advan-
tageous since the entire sorption curve is used instead of just the initial or final
portion as in the methods discussed above. The quantity
(21 )
(22)
is first calculated by numerical integration, where T, is the first moment of the
monotonically increasing curve, MtiMoo versus time. Then, the average diffusion
coefficient is calculated by
L2D=-.3Ts
Details of the derivation of equation 22 are given in Appendix B. Figure 7 shows
an example of the evaluation of the diffusion coefficient by the moment method.
To calculate Ts , a plot was made of 1 - :::~ vs t as shown in Figure 7. The first
moment, Ts , is the area under the curve of Figure 7 and was found by numerical
integration. The trapezoidal rule was used in this work to find the area under the
curve.
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Evaluating the Weight Fraction of Penetrant in the Polymer Film
Since the diffusion coefficient is a function of the concentration of the
penetrant in the polymer film, equations 17, 19, 20 and 22 give average diffusion
coefficients over the concentration range. Vrentas et al. [1977] has concluded that
the average diffusion coefficient obtained from a step-change sorption experiment
is equal to the diffusion coefficient at a concentration which is 0.7 of the way across
the concentration interval, with less than 5% error. (See Equation 25.)
The equilibrium weight fraction of the penetrant in the polymer film, w~q ,
is the ratio of the mass of the penetrant at equilibrium, Moo, to the total mass of
the polymer-solvent mixture at equilibrium, M~t,
eq Moo )
WI = Mtot' (2300
Since, according to equation 13, the change of mass on a quartz crystal is propor-
tional to the change in crystal frequency, equation 23 becomes
eq = 100 - iI (24)
WI 100 - fo'
where fo is the frequency of the bare, uncoated crystal. The weight fraction which
corresponds to the average diffusivity can be calculated by
(25)
where Wli is the weight fraction of penetrant before introducing more penetrant,
and WI! is the weight fraction of penetrant at equilibrium after introducing the
penetrant.
Diffusion of Organic Penetrants into Polymers at Temperatures above the Glass
Transition Temperature, Tg
Diffusion in polymer-penetrant systems do not follow the laws of the clas-
sical theory of molecular diffusion [Crank and Park, 1968]. There has been consid-
erable interest in understanding the anomalous behavior of diffusion in polymer-
penetrant systems [Vrentas et aL, 1986]. However, it is also of interest to discover
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the circumstances under which polymer-penetrant systems can be analyzed us-
ing classical or Fickian theory. Generally, Fickian theory can be used to describe
diffusion in polymer-penetrant systems which have high temperatures and con-
centrations, since the polymer-penetrant system behaves as a purely viscous fluid
under these conditions. Diffusion at low concentrations and temperatures below
the glass transition temperature can also be analyzed with the classical theory since
the system has properties of an elastic solid [Vrentas et al., 1986]. At intermedi-
ate temperatures and concentrations, diffusion in the polymer-penetrant system
can have anomalous or non-Fickian behavior which are caused by viscoelastic ef-
fects [Vrentas et aI., 1986]. This section discusses the mechanisms of diffusion of
penetrants into polymers at temperatures above the glass transition temperature,
and discusses typical Fickian sorption features.
Diffusion of simple gases such as hydrogen, argon, nitrogen and carbon
dioxide requires a limited rotational oscillation of only one or two monomer units
in order to translate from one position to a neighboring one since the molecular size
of such gases is small compared to the monomer unit of a polymer, however if a gas
has a molecular size comparable or larger than the monomer unit of the polymer \
a cooperative movement by the Brownian motion of several monomer units, i.e. a
polymer segment, must take place during diffusion [Fujita, 1968]. Organic vapors,
such as toluene which was used in this work, are among such large molecular size
penetrants. The diffusion of organic vapors in polymers exhibit different features
in the regions above and below the glass transition temperature, Tg , of a polymer.
These features are simple at temperatures above Tg and complex at temperatures
below Tg [Fujita, 1968].
At temperatures well above the glass transition temperature, polymers
are in a rubbery state and diffusion of penetrants in polymers usually follow Fick's
law. The presence of the penetrant weakens the molecular interaction between
adjoining chains, increasing the magnitude of Brownian motion within the poly-
mer and therefore increases the rate of penetrant diffusion [Felder and Huvard,
1980]. This effect increases with the amount of penetrant present, so the diffusion
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coefficient of organic vapors in rubbery polymers usually exhibits a concentration
dependence [Felder and Huvard, 1980}.
In Fickian diffusion in a polymer film during sorption, the distribution of
penetrant, and the change of penetrant concentration with time, are governed by
Fick's one-dimensional, differential equation for diffusion. The space coordinate is
taken in the direction normal to the polymer film. The solution of this equation
depends on the initial and boundary conditions for the penetrant concentration,
C 1 and on how the diffusion coefficient, D, varies with C. Solutions for constant
D were shown earlier. Solutions for a concentration dependent D are given by
Crank [1956]. Mathematical studies of Crank and coworkers have developed the
following summary of sorption features which are Fickian or normal type [Fujita,
1968].
1. Both absorption and desorption curves are linear in the initial stage. For
absorption, the linear region extends over 60% or more of Moo, where Moo
is the amount of vapor absorbed per gram of dry polymer until the sorption
equilibrium is reached. For D(C) increasing with C the absorption curve is
linear almost up to the final sorption equilibrium.
2. Above the linear portions both absorption and desorption curves are concave
to the abscissa axis, irrespective of the form of D(C).
3. When the initial concentration Ci and the final concentration Cf are fixed, a
series of absorption curves for films of different thicknesses are superposable
to a single curve if each curve is replotted in the form of a reduced curve, i.e.
M t is plotted against t 1/ 2 / L. This same applies to the corresponding series
of desorption curves.
4. The reduced absorption curve so obtained always lies above the correspond-
ing reduced desorption curve if D is an increasing function of C between Ci
and Cf. Both reduced curves coincide over the entire range of t when D is
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constant in this concentration interval. The divergence of the two curves be-
comes more marked as D increases more strongly with C in the concentration
range considered.
5. For absorptions from a fixed C j to different O/s, the initial slope of the re-
duced curve becomes larger as the concentration increment Cf - Cj becomes
larger, provided that D increases monotonically with 0 in the range consid-
ered. This same applies to the reduced desorption curves which start from
different Ci's to a fixed Cf.
Criteria 1, 2 and 3 are independent of how D varies with C. Therefore, these
three criteria are checked to determine whether a given polymer-penetrant system
exhibits Fickian diffusion. Criteria 1 and 2 can be checked easily by inspecting the
appearance of the sorption curves. Since criterion 3 requires sorption measurements
to be made with films of different thicknesses, a system is often regarded as Fickian
if experimentally determined sorption curves have appearances consistent with
criteria 1 and 2 [Fujita, 1968].
Free Volume Theory
A theory that has been well accepted for describing the temperature and
concentration dependence of the mutual diffusion coefficient in polymer-solvent sys-
tems is the free-volume theory of transport developed by Vrentas and Duda [Duda
et aI., 1982]. Vrentas and Duda [Vrentas and Duda, 1976; Vrentas et al., 1985]
proposed the following equation for the solvent self-diffusion coefficient, D1 , in a
polymer-solvent system,
D D ( E ) ("Y(WIVt + W2e~·))1 = 0 exp - RT exp - -- ,
VFH
(26)
(27)
(28)
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In equations 26 and 27, Do is a constant preexponential factor, E is the energy
per mole of molecules to overcome intermolecular attractive forces, R is the ideal
gas constant, T is the temperature, WI is the mass fraction of component 1 (I = 1
for solvent; 1 = 2 for polymer), Vt is the specific critical hole free volume of
component 1 required for a jump, ~ is the ratio of the critical molar volume of the
solvent jumping unit to the critical molar volume of the polymer jumping unit, Kll
and K 21 are free-volume parameters for the solvent, K l2 and K 22 are free-volume
parameters for the polymer, I is an overlap factor which is introduced because the
same free volume is available to more than one molecule, VFH is the average hole
free volume per gram of mixture, and TgI is the glass transition temperature of
component 1.
Since this theory presents an expression for the self-diffusion coefficient,
Db expressing the mutual diffusjon coefficient, D (measured in the sorption exper-
imental apparatus, and required for process calculatIons), in terms of D 1 is desir-
able. Duda et al. [1979] proposed an approximation for low solvent concentrations
which couples D to the self-diffusion coefficient for polymer solvent systems,
D = D 1 W IW2 (8J1.1) .
RT 8W I T,p
In this equation, J1.1 is the chemical potential of the solvent. The Flory-Huggins
theory was used to determine the concentration dependence of the solvent chemical
potential [Duda et aI., 1982]. The Flory-Huggins equation can be written as
(29)
where ¢h is the solvent volume fraction in the solution and X is the polymer-
solvent interaction parameter, which is assumed to be independent of temperature.
Introduction of equations 26, 27, and 29 into equation 28 yields the following
expression for the mutual diffusion coefficient, D, in a rubbery polymer-solvent
system [Duda et al., 1982]
(30)
(34)
(35)
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D D ( E ) (,(WIVt + W2eo;*))1 = 0 exp - RT exp - -.. (31 )VFH
-..
VFH Kn K 12
- = wI-(K2I + T - TgI ) + w2-(K22 + T - Tg2 ). (32)
, I I
A..I = -..WI t:;.o -.. (33)
'fI TEO TEO'
WI vI +W2 V2
where Vp is the specific volume of pure component l.
In this version of the free volume theory, there are 13 independent param-
eters to be evaluated. Grouping some of them together leaves only 10 parame-
ters which are required to determine the mutual diffusion coefficient, D: Kul
'l
K 21 - TgI, K l2 /" K n - Tg2 , t:;.*, O;*l Do, E, eand x·
The parameters ,t:;.*/K u and K 21 - Tg1 can be determined from data
for' solvent viscosity as a function of temperature, "11 (T) 1 by using a non-linear
regression to correlate the viscosity data with
b~*/K ll )
In 171 = In Al + (K T) T '
21 - gl +
where the parameters, AI, , ~* / K u and K 2I - TgI are assumed to be independent
of temperature [Duda, 1983].
The parameters IV;* IK 12 and K 22 - Tg2 can be determined from polymer
melt viscosity data as a function of temperature, T/2(T), by using a non-linear
regression to correlate the data with [Duda, 1983]
hV2*jK I2 )
In "12 = In A2 + (K T) T
22 - g2 +
The critical volumes, Vt and V:t, can be estimated to be the specific vol-
umes of the solvent and polymer at 0 K. Molar volumes at a K can be estimated
using group contribution methods developed by Sugden and Biltz [Duda, 19831·
The parameter X can be determined from solubility data in which the
equilibrium weight fraction of the penetrant in the polymer is known as a function
of the solvent vapor pressure, PI, using the Flory-Huggins equation [Duda, 1983],
(36)
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where p~ is the penetrant saturation vapor pressure.
Lumping the parameters Do and E into the parameter DOl gives
DOl = Doexp (-.ff:r) , (37)
which is the Arrhenius form of temperature dependence. The parameters DOl
and ~ can be.determined by correlating diffusion coefficient data with a nonlinear
regression analysis of equation 30 [Duda, 1983].
Anomalous Diffusion of Penetrants into Polymers
Deviations from the Fickian type of process are generally described as
anomalous or "non-Fickian" and are almost always observed when the polymer
is studied at temperatures below Tg , or within roughly lOoe above Tg [Felder
and Huvard, 1980]. In general, the' polymers in which anomalies are observed are
hard and glassy while normal sorption is observed in soft and rubbery materials.
Polymeric materials in the rubbery state respond rapidly to changes in condition,
but polymers in the glassy state take longer to come to equilibrium. For example, as
the concentration in a polymer solution changes with time, the system must adjust
to new conformations consistent with new values of concentration. Anomalous
mass transfer processes are associated with the sluggish relaxation of large polymer
molecules; however, in rubbery polymers which follow a Fickian diffusion process,
relaxation of polymer molecules is fast compared to the diffusion process [Vrentas
and Duda, 1979].
Fickian diffusion at temperatures above the glass transition, Tg , has been
designated as case I diffusion and D depends only on concentration. As the glass
transition temperature, Tg , of the polymer is approached, D begins to depend
on time explicitly as well as on concentration. At moderate penetrant activities
when swelling is appreciable and the temperature is less than, but within about
10°e of Tg , the mechanism of penetration may change from Fickian diffusion to a
stress relaxation-controlled process in which the penetrant advances in a sharply
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defined front at a nearly uniform velocity. This mechanism is designated as case
II transport [Felder and Huvard, 1980]. The two modes of transport are easily
distinguished from the sorption results. In both modes at small times t,
(38)
where M t is the cumulative mass absorbed at time t. For case I (Fickian) transport
n = 1/2, and for case II transport n = 1. On a plot of Mt vs. 0, case I transport
would be linear at small times and case II transport would be sigmoidal. A mode
designated "super~case II transport" has also been observed [Felder and Huvardl
which has a sorption curve convex to the time axis at large times on a plot of
M t vs. t, where a similar plot would be linear for case II transport and concave
for case I transport. Another anomaly which can occur is two stage sorption in
which swelling penetrants are sorbed by glassy polymers and a rapid approach to an
apparant equilibrium state, followed by a gradual shift to the true equilibrium state
is observed. This phenomenon has been attributed to a gradual relaxation of the
elastic cohesive force in the polymer, and to a time-varying surface concentration
of penetrant [Felder and Huvard, 1980].
Diffusion anomalies also occur in polymers at temperatures well above
Tg when crystallites or fillers are present [Park, 19681. Fillers can lead to differ-
ences between diffusion coefficients obtained by steady-state and transient meth-
ods. Such differences have been reported for filled rubber [Barrer et al., 1963]
at temperatures well above the glass transition temperature (Tg + 100°C) [Park,
1968]. These anomalies are not due to time effects, but are due to the complicated
effect of microheterogeneities discussed in the next section.
In crystalline polymers, sigmoidal sorption curves are obtained at tem-
peratures well above Tg and the sigmoidal character is more marked at higher
crystalline-amorphous ratios. The effects in crystalline polymers are thought to re-
sult from slow responses to external changes in the crystalline regions, which could
lead to a time-dependence in the crystalline-amorphous ratio and so produce time-
dependent diffusion coefficients leading to sigmoidal sorption curves [Park, 1968].
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Mass Transfer in Heterogeneous Systems
Diffusion in Filled Polymers
This discussion of diffusion in filled polymers begins with the effect of fillers
in elastomers, since rubber products have been the most frequently studied filled
polymer system [Barrer et al., 1962; Carpenter and Twiss, 1940; Morris, 1931;
Smith, 1953; van Amerongen, 1947]. This discussion is, therefore, appropriate to
introduce the present work since at the temperatures at which the experiments in
this study were performed, the polymer, PVAC, is an elastomer. Most rubber com-
pounds contain considerable amounts of fillers [van Amerongen, 1964]. The fillers
may be spherical or non-spherical, and they may be reinforcing or non-reinforcing.
Also, certain fillers could have a major effect on the diffusivity, solubility and per-
meability. Diffusion as mentioned above is the transport of a molecule from one
part of a material to another. The solubility of foreign molecules in an elastomer
is defined by a state of equilibrium between the molecules inside and outside of the
polymer [van Amerongen, 1964]. In the equilibrium state the polymer has taken
up as many penetrant molecules by dissolution as can be expected thermodynam-
ically. As long as equilibrium has not been reached, the elastomer continues to
absorb or desorb the foreign molecules, which involves transport by diffusion.
Permeation is more complex than diffusion since it involves the absorption
of the gas on one side of a membrane, diffusion of the gas to the other side of
the membrane, and finally evaporation or extraction from the other side of the
membrane. The simplest solution-diffusion theory would be if the sorption of the
gas at the surface of the membrane exposed to the gas obeyed Henry's law
C = Clp, (39)
where C is the dissolved species concentration in equilibrium with a gas whose
partial pressure is p and CI is the solubility coefficient, and that the absorbed gas
diffuses through the membrane in accordance with Fick's law
J = D'lC, (40)
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where J is the flux of gas through the membrane and D is the diffusion coefficient
or diffusivity. In these equations, the solubility and diffusion coefficients (j and D
are assumed independent of concentration. If the above equations are valid, the
steady-state permeation rate per unit area through a membrane of thickness L is
(41)
where 8p is the partial pressure difference across the membrane, and the product
P = aD is the permeability of the membrane to the gas. Since permeation is
experimentally easier to study than diffusion [van Amerongen, 19641, much of
the work on filled rubbers has focussed on the process of permeation instead of
pure diffusion. A good discussion on the subject of diffusion and permeation in
heterogeneous media is given by Barrer [1968]. Barrer describes the derivation of
differential diffusion equations taking into account the volume fractions of polymer,
filler and vacuoles. These equations and the concept of vacuoles will be discussed
later.
Most of the early studies of diffusion and permeation of gases in filled elas-
tomers used gases with low molecular weight such as hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen
and air [Morris, 1931; Smith, 1953; van Amerongen, 1947, 1955]. This was a log-
ical choice since the production of automotive tires is a major use of rubber and
the permeability of air in tires was of great concern. Also, experimentation us-
ing gases with low molecular weight was easier since solute condensation was not
a significant problem as when using high molecular weight condensable vapors.
Van Amerongen [1955, 1964], showed that the diffusion coefficients of hydrogen,
nitrogen and oxygen in natural rubber were greatly modified by the presence of
fillers.
Many mineral fillers, lamellar fillers and carbon black fillers were used in
van Amerongen's work [1955, 1964]. All of the rubber mixtures contained about
20% filler by volume. Mineral fillers such as whiting, aluminum oxide and barium
sulfate reduced the diffusivity by about 10 to 15% at a temperature of 25°C and
15 to 25% at a temperature of 50°C. Mineral fillers such as hi-sil and durosil
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reduced the diffusivity by about 40 to 65% at temperatures of 25°C and 50°C.
Fillers such as aerosil and teg-N reduced the diffusivity by about 30 to 40% at the
same temperatures. Lamellar fillers such as aluminum powder and mica powder
reduced the diffusivity by about 60 to 75% at the same temperatures. At the same
two temperatures, carbon black fillers reduced the diffusivity approximately 15 to
30% for thermax and P 33, 50 to 80% for slatex K and Vulcan 3, and 75 to 90%
for spheron 9 and spheron 4.
One explanation for a reduction in diffusivity with the addition of fillers
was that the fillers behave as a geometric obstruction to the path of gas through
the rubber. The average diffusion path length was increased by the presence of
the filler particles and the localized direction of flow was in general not normal to
the geometrical cross section of the membrane. While the tortuosity of diffusion
paths might account for some reduction in diffusivity, some of the reductions noted
above were quite large, which implied that the phenomenon was more than just a
geometrical effect of impermeable fillers.
As well as a modification in the diffusion coefficients, the values of the sol-
ubility coefficients, (J, in van Amerongen's work [1955] were considerably increased
by the addition of filler. The sO},,lbility coefficients were found from the ratios of
permeability and diffusion coefficients (P = (JD), and iq. some cases by direct mea-
surements. The increase in solubility due to the added filler could have meant that
a part of the gas diffusing into the polymer was adsorbed by the filler particles.
Assuming that transport was restricted to the polymer phase only, the gas once
adsorbed by the filler particles was rendered immobile and no longer participated
in the diffusion process. The measured effective diffusion coefficient was then an
average value between the diffusivity in the polymer phase and the zero diffusivity
of the gas adsorbed on the filler particles.
Barrer, Barrie, and Raman [1962] studied the diffusion of higher molecular
weight gases such as n-butane, iso-butane, n-pentane and neo-pentane in silica filled
silicone rubbers. The filler used was Santocel CS, a relatively porous amorphous
form of silica. Studies were performed over a temperature range of 30 to 70°C in
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the neat rubber and at volumes of filler of 5.6, 10.6, 14.9 and 19.1%. Reported
reductions in diffusivity with addition of filler were 15 to 38% for 5.6% filler, 23
to 39% for 10.6% filler, 32 to 53% for 14.9% filler, and 32 to 61% for 19.1% filler.
The percent reduction in diffusivity due to the added filler was found to increase
with temperature and size of the penetrant molecule.
Barrer, Barrie, and Rogers [1963J studied the diffusion of propane and
benzene in membranes of natural rubber with zinc oxide filler. The volumes of
filler were 0, 5, 10, 20, 30, and 40% for diffusion of propane, and 0, 10, and
40% for diffusion of benzene. For diffusion of propane at 40°C, the reduction in
diffusivity ranged from 3 to 26% over the volumes of filler given. The results of the
filler reducing the diffusion of benzene in the membranes were reported for three
temperatures, 30, 40, and 50°C, for 10% ZnO, and for one temperature, 40°C,
for 40% ZnO. Results were als,O reported for various concentrations of benzene
up to 0.10 volume fraction. For the membrane with 10% ZnO, the reduction in
diffusivity was about 16 to 57% at 30°C, 22 to 56% at 40°C, and 19 to 26% at
50°C. For the membrane with 40% ZnO, the reduction in diffusivity was about 42
to 72% at 40°C.
A filled polymer may contain two disperse phases, the filler and small
vacuoles. Vacuoles are small gaps in the structure which are filled with the diffusing
gas and usually occur at very high volume fractions of filler (above 50%) where
incomplete wetting of the filler by the polymer is extensive [Barrer, 1968J. The
following derivation of an effective diffusion coefficient which takes into account
these disperse phases was developed by Barrer and Chio [1965].
The solubility of a gas in the polymer-filler system can be considered to be
composed of three factors. The first is related to the solubility in the polymer, CT p .
The second is related to the gas adsorption by the filler, CTf. The third is related
to filling of gas pockets or vacuoles, CTl). If the distribution of gas in each phase
obeys Henry's law, C = CTp, where p is the pressure of the gas at the surface of the
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polymer, then the three factors are defined as
C'
,... - p.
vp--,
p
C'
Uf=-.1.;
p
(42)
where C;, Cf and C~ are the concentrations in molecules per cm3 of pure polymer,
of filler particles and of vacuoles, respectively, and the solubility of the gas in the
polymer-filler system becomes
(43)
where Vp, vf and Vv are volume fractions of polymer, filler and vacuoles, respec-
tively. If there were no vacuoles present and the filler was non-adsorbing or fully
wetted, then equation 43 would become
(44)
If equation 44 is valid, solubility should decrease linearly with increasing filler vol-
ume fraction, which is not the case for some polymer-filler systems studied [Barrer
et al., 1962, 1963]. Barrer [1965, 1968] states that for one dimensional flow in the
x direction, a differential equation of diffusion can be written as
acp BCf BCv _ ( D ) fPCp D 02CJ D 02Cv
at + Bt + ot - K, P Bx2 + J Bxz + v Bx2 ' (45)
where, Cp , Cf and Cv are the numbers of molecules of diffusant per cm3 of mem-
brane which are present in the polymer, on or in the fiUer and in the vacuoles,
respectively. The terms K,Dp , Df and Dv are the effective diffusion coefficients in
the polymer, on or in the filler and across the vacuoles, respectively. Dp is the
diffusion coefficient in the pure polymer. The value K in the polymer effective
diffusion coefficient is a structure factor which takes into account the tortuosity
of diffusion paths. Defining C as the total number of molecules per cm3 of filled
polymer gi ves
C = Cp + CJ + Cll = up.
Combining equations 42, 43, 45 and 46 gives
BC = ((K,Dp)uPVp +Dfufvf + Dvuvvv) BZC.
ot upvp +UfVf + UvVv Bxz
(46)
(47)
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The term in brackets is the overall effective diffusion coefficient, DelI, in the filled
polymer. Barrer [1968] also defines a diffusion coefficient, D~ff' by the flux, J,
through unit area and the concentration gradient in the polymer phase only,
J D' del'= - elf-d'x
The effective-diffusion coefficients are related by
If transport is restricted to the polymer phase (DI = 0, D v -
diffusivity reduces to
In the absence of vacuoles, equation 50 reduces to
(48)
(49)
0), the effective
(50)
(51)
For zero sorption by the filler ((J'f = 0), equation 51 can be reduced to
(52)
Equations 50, 51 and 52 are the forms frequently found in literature [Barrer et al.,
1962, 1963; van Amerongen, 1964].
Of interest in the study of diffusion in filled polymers is the extent to which
the polymer wets the filler. Assuming no vacuoles are present, two extreme cases
for the solubility of a polymer-filler system are
(53)
and
(54)
In equation 53, (J'j has the value for the unwetted filler powder. In equation 54, (J'f
has a value of zero implying that the filler is completely wetted by the polymer.
The parameter (J'f usually has values between the two limits of equation 53 and 54
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since the filler must be at least partly wetted by the polymer and is by no means
always fully wetted [Barrer, 1968; Barrer, Barrie, and Raman, 1962]. To illustrate
this, Figure 8 shows solubility data taken from Barrer, Barrie, and Rogers [1963]
The solubility coefficients are for propane in natural rubber filled with ZnO. To
compare the data to the two extreme cases mentioned above, equation 53 and 54
were plotted. Curve (a) is a plot of equation 53 with O'p = 0.0495 and 0'1 =
0.0305, solubility coefficients of propane in rubber with no filler and in bulk filler,
respectively. Curve (b) is a plot of equation 54 with Up = 0.0495 and O'f = 0,
which would impl? complete wetting of the filler by the rubber. At low filler
volume fractions the solubility coefficients follow a slope closer to that of curve
(b) (complete wetting of filler), but at higher filler volume fractions the solubility
coefficients are closer to curve (a) (no wetting of filler). As mentioned above,
expectations are that the filler in the rubber have solubilities less than that of a
free filler since the polymer should at least partially wet the filler, and that the
polymer will not always fully wet the filler. This would lead to solubility coefficients
lying between curves (a) and (b). To complicate matters, vacuoles may also be
present, which was neglected here for simplification.
Since the rate of decrease of solubility falls off with increasing filler content
in Figure 8, more filler surface is probably available for sorption of penetrant. A
possible explanation of this and the drastic reductions in diffusivity with added
filler is non-uniform dispersion of the filler particles [Barrer, Barrie, and Rogers,
1963]. If particle conglomerates are formed, gaps are created between some of the
particles and two processes could occur which reduce diffusivity. Gas may occupy
the void volume created and be rendered immobile. Moreover, since the filler
surface in the conglomerates will not be completely wetted by polymer, a larger
fraction of the conglomerate is available for gas adsorption.
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Diffusion in Crystalline Polymers
A description of some of the work done in the area of diffusion in crys-
talline polymers is included in this section since the effect of crystals in crystalline
polymers is similar to that of fillers in filled polymers.
Solution of a penetrant in perfectly crystalline regions is not to be ex-
pected [Barrer, 1968], and usually, a decreases linearly with increasing crystalline
fraction, V c (subscript c and a will replace f and p, respectively since the subject
IS now diffusion in crystalline polymers which have a crystal and an amorphous
phase) [Michaels et aI., 1964] as
(55)
where Va. is the volume fraction of amorphous polymer and Va. + Vc = 1. The
diffusion coefficient of a penetrant in a polymer crystal is expected to be very small;
therefore, crystals act similarly to impermeable filler particles [Barrer, 1968]. The
difference is that the degree of crystallinity may be changed by heating, cooling
and annealing and that the crystals should always be fully wetted by the polymer
chains in the amorphous regions [Barrer, 1968]. Crystals only act as a geometrical
obstruction which increases the diffusion path length.
The effective diffusion coefficient can be expressed similarly as was for filled
polymers,
(56)
(57)
where Da. is the diffusion coefficient in the completely amorphous polymer. How-
ever, most forms [Hedenqvist and Gedde, 1996] use a tortuosity factor, T, such as
the relationship proposed by Michaels and Bixler [1961], who interpreted f'i, as the
product of a geometrical impedance factor, T, and a chain immobilization factor,
(3 [Barrer, 1968],
Da.
Dell = Tf3"
Initially, suggestions were made that f3 described the reduced segmental mobility
of polymer molecules in the vicinity of crystalline surfaces [Michaels and Bixler,
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1961]. If the crystalline surface area is large, then 13 may be large.. Later, findings
were that 13 depends more on the size of the penetrant molecule and only weakly
on the crystallinity [Michaels et al., 1964].
Peterlin [1975, 1984] has a slightly different form for the effective diffusivity
(58)
where 'I/; is a detour factor describing the physical obstruction of the crystallites,
which takes values between a and 1, B (~ 1) is a blocking factor, and D~ is the
diffusion coefficient in the "relaxed" region of the amorphous phase of the crys-
talline polymer [Hedenqvist and Gedde, 19961. The amorphous phase is a complex
network of tortuous very thin and broad fiat channels, and the amorphous chains
are restrained in mobility by their ends fixed in the adjacent crystals [Peterlin,
1975]. Therefore, diffusion in the amorphous phase is anisotropic and the effec-
tive diffusion coefficient D ef f of the crystalline polymer will be smaller than D;.
The effect of the restraint on chain mobility increases with a smaller thickness of
amorphous layers. An increase in the amorphous component implies an increased
thickness of such a layer and an increase in the diffusion coefficient D~ [Peterlin,
1975]. Therefore, D: is strongly dependent on crystallinity. The blocking factor, B,
in equation 58 describes the geometrical blocking that qccurs when the penetrant
molecules are too large to be able to enter the amorphous interlayers. The immo-
bilization factor, {3, in equation 57 is analogous to the blocking factor, B. It takes
into account the constraining effect of the crystals on the amorphous phase and is
included in the crystallinity dependence of D~ in equation 58. The detour factor,
'1/;, and the tortuosity factor, T, are both purely geometrical factors [Hedenqvist
and Gedde, 1996].
Several other models have been used to describe the diffusion in crystalline
polymers [Hedenqvist and Gedde, 1996]. Some are empirical and some are based
on physical and chemical processes involving the penetrant and the polymer. The
models listed above (equations 57 and 58) do not include a dependence on the
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concentration of the penetrant. In most polymers, the diffusivity is greatly de-
pendent on concentration. This concentration dependence is sometimes expressed
as [Hedenqvist and Gedde, 1996]
D - D "fCeff - oe , (59)
where Do is the diffusivity at zero penetrant concentration and / is a constant.
A linear dependence of diffusivity on concentration was used for poly(ethylene
terephthalate) and 4-nitro-4'-hydroxyazobenzene in an aqueous solution [Iijima
and Chung, 1973]
Deff = Do(l +/C). (60)
A polynomial was used to fit the diffusivity of water in PA-6 [Hanspach and Pinno,
1992]
(61)
where /1 and /2 are constants.
Equations based on the free volume theory have also been used to ex-
plain diffusion in crystalline polymers. In simple terms the free volume theory is
expressed as [Hedenqvist and Gedde, 1996]
(62)
where B is a constant and I is the fractional free volume of the system. An
equation based on the free volume theory was used to fit the diffusivity of various
gases into polyethylene [Kulkarni et al., 1983; Stern et al., 1972, 1983, 1986]
(63)
where Ad is a constant which depends on the size of the penetrant, and fa is the
amorphous fractional free volume,
(64)
The quantities VI and V2 are the volume fractions of the penetrant and the polymer
in the amorphous phase, respectively. The values 11 and h are the corresponding
(66)
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fractional free volumes. DT in equation 63 is the thermodynamic diffusivity and
is related to the effective mutual diffusion coefficient, Delh through [Hedenqvist
and Gedde, 1996]
Dell = D
T
8(lnaI),
1 - VI 8(ln vd (65)
where al is the activity of the penetrant. The quantity Va in equation 63 corrects
the effective diffusivity for crystallinity. A similar correction is shown in this work
for filler content. Another equation related to the free volume theory which has
been used to fit diffusivity data is [Horas and Rizzotto, 1989]
DT
Dell = D'2-~!ITA
(67)
where A and B are functions of crystallinity.
Structure Factor
The structure factor, K, takes into account the tortuosity of the diffusion
path around the filler particles (or crystals). If the filler or polymer crystals are
impermeable and have no vacuoles then
Peff DefJp = KVp ; D = K, (68)
p p
where the subscript a replaces p for crystalline polymers. The value K, can be
found from a plot of Pel I IPp or DelI ID p versus the volume fraction of filler V I
(or crystals vc ). Many mathematical forms have been derived which give the
dependence of K, on the volume fraction of filler. The problem is analogous to
the electrical conductance of a heterogeneous medium composed of a dispersion
of particles in a continuous medium of different conductivity [Barrer et al., 1962,
1963; van Amerongen, 1964]. Maxwell [1891] considered a suspension of spherical
particles so dilute in the medium that the spheres had no effect on one another [van
Arnerongen, 1964]. Fricke [1931] extended the study to include oblate and prolate
spheroids. The expression for K, for these approaches is
y
K.= ,
Y +vf
(69)
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where Y is a shape factor which is 2 for random spheres and decreases to 1.1 as the
shape changes from a sphere to an oblate spheroid with axial ratio 4 : 1 [Barrer,
1968; Barrer, Barrie, and Rogers, 1963]. Lord Rayleigh [1892] and Runge [1925]
considered a cubic array of uniform spheres for treating a more concentrated dis-
persion of particles [Barrer, Barrie, and Rogers, 1963]. The equations for K are
K - 1 [1 _ 3vf] (70)
- (1 - Vj) 2 + Vj - O.392v}O/3 '
for a cubic lattice of spheres, and
K= (1~Vf) [1- 2+Vf-O.3~:~j-O.0134V~]' (71)
for a cubic lattice of cylinders normal to the direction of flow. Barrer, Barrie, and
Raman, [1962] have found in a study of diffusion of hydrocarbon penetrants in
various silica-filled rubbers that the influence of the filler in reducing the diffusion
coefficients is greater than would be expected for a regular dispersion of noncon-
..
ducting spheres. They have suggested that a filled polymer is a considerably more
complex medium, and if trends of diffusivity reduction with temperature and size
of penetrant are significant then these simple models must be modified.
For the crystalline polymers polyethylene terephthalate, polyethylene and
Nylon, Lasoski and Cobbs [1959] found that water vapor permeabilities followed
the relationship
Pej j 2 ( )p~ = Va' 72
If the effective diffusion equation is of the form of equation 56, then up to
V c = 0.4 [Barrer, 1968]
(73)
In this equation, K decreases much more rapidly than would be expected from
Maxwell's or Rayleigh's equations.
Refering now to equation 57, Michaels and Bixler [1961] determined that
the tortuosity factor for a series of polyethylenes with different crystallinities using
He as a penetrant followed the equation
-n
T = va , (74)
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where n is a constant which takes different values for different polymers. The
immobilization for helium was assumed to be small, hence (3 = 1 [Michaels and
Bixler, 1961].
Treatment of Adsorption as a Chemical Reaction
The problem of adsorption of a gas on filler particles may also be treated
as diffusion combined with a chemical reaction [van Amerongen, 1964]. Physical
adsorption of a gas by the filler has a similar effect on diffusion as chemical reaction.
In either case the gas is rendered inactive and has the misleading effect of increasing
the apparant solubility without increasing the permeability. Permeability is related
to diffusivity by
P = DO', (75)
so the diffusivity will decrease.
A differential equation which could describe diffusion with adsorption
is [Crank, 1956]
(76)
where CI is the concentration of penetrant which is adsorbed on the filler particles,
and C is the concentration of penetrant which is free to diffuse. In the simplest
case, the concentration of the immobilized penetrant, CII is directly proportional
to C,
Cj = RC. (77)
This equation is referred to as a linear adsorption isotherm [Crank, 1956]. Substi-
tuting for Cj from equation 77 into equation 76 gives
ac D a2c
at = R + 1 ax2 ' (78)
which is the usual form of a diffusion equation with an effective diffusion coefficient
D
Deff = R+l' (79)
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If tortuosity is also a factor, the effective diffusion coefficient becomes
(80)
where K. is the tortuosity factor and Dp is the diffusivity in the pure polymer.
Summary
This work uses several methods and equations which were discussed in
this chapter. Diffusion coefficients for CaC03 filled PVAC were evaluated from
frequency data obtained with a QCM. Sorption data were calculated by analyzing
frequency data using equation 15. Diffusion coefficients were calculated by the
moment method, equation 22, and penetrant weight fractions were calculated by
equations 24 and 25.
The free-volume equation 30 was used to fit the experimental diffusion
coefficient data for toluene diffusion in unfilled PVAC. Several equations were fit
to the experimental data for toluene diffusion in filled PYAC, including Barrer's
equations 51 and 52, and equation 80 which was derived from reaction principles.
The free-volume equation 30 was used for Dp , the unfilled polymer diffusivity, in
these equations. Also, fits to filled polymer diffusion coefficient data were done
using the structure factor equations 69 and 70 in combination with equation 52.
CHAPTER III
MODIFICATIONS OF EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES
The equipment in this work was designed to measure diffusion coefficients
of penetrants diffusing into polymers. A description of the experimental appa-
ratus was given in Chapter II and also in the works of Deshpande :[1993] and
Mikkilineni [1995] from the development stage of the QCM through several mod-
ifications. This chapter contains a discussion of additional modifications made to
the equipment, changes in the data analysis for determining diffusion coefficients,
and procedures for sample preparation.
A schematic of the QCM with modifications is in Figure 9. A sample
cylinder was installed between the solvent flask and the six-way cross chamber. The
sample cylinder allows an instantaneous step change of pressure in the chamber.
The toggle valve and the needle valve described in Chapter II were removed. Three
ball valves were used, one to isolate the solvent flask, one to isolate the sample
cylinder, and one between the sample cylinder and the six-way cross chamber. ew
3/16 inch stainless steel tubing was installed between the solvent flask and the six-
way cross chamber to increase the flow rate of vapor. Previously, some of the
tubing was 1/4 inch. The ball valves allowed the sample cylinder to be filled with
penetrant vapor, then introduced into the chamber when needed. Before installing
the sample cylinder, the penetrant was introduced into the chamber too slowly to
adequately approximate a step change. Figure 10 shows a typical sorption curve
for the experimental setup without the sample cylinder. The rate at which the
penetrant was introduced into the chamber is reflected by the slow rate of mass
sorption in the initial portion of the curve. This severely affected the accuracy of
data analysis since the initial slope method uses the initial portion of the curve
and the moment method uses the entire curve. Installing the sample cylinder
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solved this problem. The sample cylinder allows the penetrant to be introduced
into the chamber almost instantaneously. Figure 11 shows a sorption curve for the
experimental set up with the sample cylinder. otice that the initial portion of the
curve has a shorter tail since the pressure was increased almost instantaneously.
The next change to the QCM was not a modification of the equipment,
but a replacement of the gaskets in both the right angle valve and the gate valve.
The gaskets were made of rubber and were deteriorated due to the organic vapors
used in the QCM chamber. The leakage from the valves led to unreliable data.
The plastic tubing which was used for circulating cold water to the turbo-
molecular pump was replaced with 1/4 inch copper tubing, decreasing the chances
of a water leak. A water circulation line constructed of 1/4 inch copper tubing
was connected to the solvent flask. A centrifugal pump was used to circulate wa-
ter through the solvent flask from a water bath heated by a constant circulation
immersion heater.
The computer program recording the frequency data from the deposition
monitor was modified to record the data at smaller time intervals. The previously
used IBM XT computer was replaced by a Gateway computer with a 33 MHz 486
CPU. This also allowed for data collection at smaller time intervals.
The moment method, discussed in Chapter II, was used to analyze the
experimental sorption data in this work. Previously [Deshpande, 1993; Mikkilineni,
1995], the initial slope method, also discussed in Chapter II, was used to analyze
the sorption data from the QCM. The initial slope method is very sensitive to the
position on the curve at which the slope is calculated. Also, diffusion is sometimes
so fast that there are a limited amount of data in the initial portion of the sorption
curve, making analysis with the initial slope method even more difficult. The
moment method uses the entire sorption curve; thus, is not as sensitive to the initial
portion of the sorption curve. An Excel spreadsheet was developed to evaluate the
area under the sorption curve using the trapeziodal rule.
In this work, samples were prepared by dissolving a known weight of poly-
mer (PVAC) and filler (CaC03 ) in a known volume of solvent (tetrahydrofuran)
Figure 11. Sorption Curve After the Sample Cylinder was Installed.
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to make a very dilute solution ('" 3% polymer and '" 0.1% filler). The crystals
were coated from a micropipette by dropping a known volume (typically 7j.d) of
the polymer solution onto the crystal surface and spreading it with the tip of the
micropipette. After drying, the diameter of the polymer film was measured with
a ruler. The thickness of the polymer film was calculated from the surface area
of the film, the volume of the solution used to coat the crystal, and the weights
and densities of the polymer, filler and solvent used to make the polymer solution.
Weights were recorded with a mass balance; of the empty bottle, after adding
polymer, after adding filler, and after adding solvent. The diameter of the film
was measured at several locations. The average diameter was used to calculate
the area of the polymer film by using the formula for the area of a circle. Detailed
procedures for preparing polymer solutions, coating crystals, and calculating film
thickness are given in Appendix A.
Since the design phase of the QCM, many improvements have been made.
Continual improvement of the equipment and procedures will lead to more accurate
data, more ease of operation, and perhaps more uses for the QCM. Suggested
improvements are below. All of the monitors for measuring pressure, temperature,
and frequency are separate devices. Also, data must be copied from the data
acquisition computer and analyzed as a separate step. To make the apparatus
and data analysis less cumbersome, a graphical instrumentation program such
as LabVIEW should be set up on the data acquisition computer. This program
could be used to imitate the appearance and operation of actual instruments, such
as pressure and temperature monitors. All of the measured properties, pressure,
temperature, and frequency, could be monitored at one location, the computer.
Such a program can also produce live graphs of data during an experimental run.
All calculations involved in determining the diffusion coefficient could be performed
by the graphical instrumentation program. The box surrounding the QCM is made
of insulated plywood, but this does not stop all of the heat loss. The quartz
crystal microbalance should be fitted inside an insulated oven to better control the
temperature of the ambient air and the chamber.
CHAPTER IV
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This chapter presents the results of the sorption experiments performed
with the quartz crystal microbalance to obtain effective diffusion coefficients of
toluene diffusing into CaC03 filled PVAC. The diffusion coefficients of toluene
diffusing into PVAC with 0.0% CaC03 (neat PVAC) are compared with the results
of other researchers [Mikkilineni, 1995 and Hou, 1986] in Chapter V.
The effective diffusion coefficients of toluene diffusing into CaC03 filled
PVAC were measured at temperatures of 60°C and 80°C for 0, 3.3, 4.9, and 10%
(by weight) CaC03 . The diffusion coefficients were obtained at low concentrations
of toluene, less than 0.15 weight fraction for 60°C data and less than 0.10 weight
fraction for 80°C data. Effective diffusion coefficients were calculated by using the
moment method. Effective diffusion coefficients and toluene weight fractions are
given in Tables I through VIII. The tabulated diffusion coefficients are plotted as
a function of toluene weight fraction in Figure 12 for the 60°C data and Figure 13
for the 80°C data. To verify the reproducibility, each set of experimental data was
replicated using the same quartz crystal and polymer film.
Equilibrium sorption solubility data for toluene in CaC03 filled PVAC
were also measured at temperatures of 60°C and 80°C for 0, 3.3, 4.9, and 10%
(by weight) CaC03 . Equilibrium toluene vapor pressures, PI, were measured, and
solubility data in the form of pdp~, where p~ is the toluene saturation vapor
pressure, were calculated. The solubility data and equilibrium toluene weight
fractions are given in Tables I through VIII. The solubility data are plotted as a
function of toluene weight fraction in Figure 14 for the 60°C data and Figure 15
for the 80°C data. The solubility data are also plotted on a "filler free basis" in
Figure 16 for the 60°C data and Figure 17 for the 80°C data, in which the toluene
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weight fraction is calculated on a filler free basis, i.e., Ms/(Ms +Mp), where Ms
is the mass of the toluene solvent and Mp is the mass of the PVAC polymer.
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TABLE I
SOLUBILITY DATA AND DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS
OF TOLUENE IN PVAC WITH 0.0% CaC03 AT 60°C
eq PI/P~ w C11J D X 109 (ern2 / s)WI 1
Run #1
0,0121 0,0737 0,0085 0,218
0,0253 0.1406 0.0213 0.536
0.0380 0.2028 0.0342 1.26
0.0506 0.2593 0,0468 2,82
0,0634 0,3114 0.0596 4,83
0,0754 0,3583 0,0718 8,81 ~0,0878 0,4022 0.0841 14.1
0,1000 0,4431 0.0963 24,1 ~~
0.1122 0.4811 0.1085 34.2 ,.
0.1243 0,5168 0.1207 44,1 i
0,1380 0.5540 0.1339 53,7
Run #2
0.0081 0.0904 0.0057 0,170
0.0176 0.1585 0.0147 0.353
0,0291 0.2221 0,0257 0.687
0,0404 0.2776 0,0370 1.57
0.0519 0.3285 0.0485 2,89
0.0631 0.3754 0,0597 5,38
0.0744 0.4190 0,0710 9,23
0.0855 0.4599 0,0822 17.2
0.0963 0.4964 0.0931 25,7
0.1239 0.5834 0.1157 24.8
0.1375 0.6210 0,1335 44,8
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TABLE II
SOLUBILITY DATA AND DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS
OF TOLUENE IN PVAC WITH 3.3% CaC03 AT 60°C
eq P1jp~ w av D x109 (cm2 js)WI I
--
Run #1
0.0082 0.0766 0.0058 0.882
0.0148 0.1459 0.0129 1.40
0.0218 0.2050 0.0198 2.02
0.0289 0.2530 0,0268 3.54
0.0364 0.2951 0,0341 5.65
0.0452 0.3416 0,0425 7.34
...
0.0538 0.3855 0.0512 ]1.0 2
0.0624 0.4242 0.0599 16.8 ..
0.0802 0.4975 0.0777 35.5 i
0.0880 0.5295 0.0857 65.7
Run #2
0.0086 0.0696 0.0060 1.57
0.0168 0.1306 0.0144 1.58
0.0254 0.1909 0.0228 2.69
0.0341 0.2426 0.0315 4.52
0.0428 0.2913 0.0402 7.41
0.0521 0.3397 0.0493 8.46
0.0607 0.3814 0.0581 13.9
0.0706 0.4443 0.0677 21.9
0.0788 0.4856 0.0764 29.2
0.0867 0.5224 0.0843 44.3
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TABLE III
SOLUBILITY DATA AND DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS
OF TOLUENE IN PVAC WITH 4.9% CaC03 AT 60°C
eq PI/P~ w av D xl0g (cm2 /s)WI 1
Run #1
0.0086 0.0681 0.0060 0.392
0.0172 0.1325 0.0146 0.538
0.0258 0.1950 0.0232 1.16
0.0341 0.2534 0.0316 1.82
0.0422 0.3125 0.0397 3.16
0.0504 0.3624 0.0479 4.25
0.0586 0.4033 0.0561 6.70
0.0669 0.4472 0.0644 8.62
0.0874 0.5231 0.0847 17.3
0.0956 0.5548 0.0931 24.6
0.1047 0.5871 0.1019 33.1
0.1133 0.6176 0.1107 40.5
0.1213 0.6418 0.1189 54.9 i
0.1296 0.6664 0.1271 64.5
Run #2
0.0080 0.0841 0.0056 0.325
0.0154 0.1522 0.0132 0.505
0.0230 0.2125 0.0207 0.917
0.0311 0.2619 0.0286 1.27
0.0398 0.3085 0.0372 2.09
0.0487 0.3546 0.0461 3.20
0.0575 0.3937 0.0549 4.53
0.0667 0.4305 0.0639 6.15
0.0767 0.4737 0.0737 8.91
0.0865 0.5090 0.0836 13.1
0.0965 0.5451 0.0935 16.9
0.1058 0.5756 0.1030 27.5
0.1148 0.6020 0.1121 33.0
0.1238 0.6270 0.1211 43.5
0.1334 0.6541 0.1305 64.0
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TABLE IV
SOLUBILITY DATA AND DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS
OF TOLUENE IN PVAC WITH 10% CaC03 AT 60°C
eq Pl/P~ wall D x109 (cm2/s)WI 1
Run #1
0.0114 0.0633 0.0080 0.104
0.0245 0.1213 0.0206 0.133
0.0366 0.1797 0.0330 0.259
0.0482 0.2337 0.0447 0.448
0.0602 0.2820 0.0566 0.662
0.0741 0.3308 0.0699 0.918 C2. ....
,."
0.0895 0.3747 0.0849 1.60 -.-
0.1065 0.4190 0.1014 1.89 ~..
0.1267 0.4573 0.1206 4.59 i0.1403 0.4900 0.1362 6.17
0.1536 0.5243 0.1496 12.0
Run #2
0.0085 0.0703 0.0059 0.287
0.0213 0.1343 0.0175 0.134
0.0342 0.1890 0.0303 0.264
0.0473 0.2355 0.0434 0.390
0.0650 0.2832 0.0597 0.676
0.0818 0.3271 0.0768 0.981
0.1064 0.3702 0.0990 1.76
0.1229 0.4085 0.1179 2.85
0.1397 0.4491 0.1346 4.26
0.1530 0.4867 0.1490 10.8
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TABLE V
SOLUBILITY DATA AND DIFFl:"SION COEFFICIENTS
OF TOLUENE IN PVAC WITH 0.0% CaC03 AT 80°C
eq PI/P~ w l1V D X 109 (em2/ S )WI 1
Run #1
0.0071 0.0559 0.0050 0.624
0.0143 0.1186 0.0121 1.04 :'"
-..
0.0206 0.1660 0.0187 1.23 ....':.J
0.0275 0.2113 0.0254 1.48 :::.:~
0.0345 0.2535 0.0324 2.24 .......
0.0413 0.2917 0.0392 3.54 .-
0.0477 0.3242 0.0458 3.86
0.0537 0.3526 0.0519 5.44
0.0604 0.3821 0.0584 7.18
Run #2
0.0077 0.0439 0.0054 0.600
0.0149 0:0859 0.0128 0.961
0.0218 0.1225 0.0197 1.38
0.0293 0.1612 0.0270 1.71
0.0379 0.2058 0.0353 2.45
0.0456 0.2420 0.0433 3.00
0.0532 0.2752 0.0509 3.47
0.0605 0.3071 0.0583 5.57
0.0681 0.3380 0.0658 4.80
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TABLE VI
SOLUBILITY DATA AND DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS
OF TOLUENE IN PVAC WITH 3.3% CaC03 AT 80°C
eq Pl/P~ w ClV D X 109 (em2/ s)WI 1
,..
....
Run #1 :!
0.0057 0.0245 0.0040 0.540
0.0156 0.0698 0.0126 1.19 .......
0.0263 0.1120 0.0231 1.76 ,oilIi ..'
0.0397 0.1605 0.0356 2.42 ...
'-:
0.0515 0.2006 0.0479 4.24 ~
"0.0624 0.2377 0.0591 9.46
Run #2
0.0069 0.0302 0.0048 0.972
0.0158 0.0666 0.0131 1.27
0.0274 0.1111 0.0239 1.74
0.0388 0.1511 0.0353 2.67
0.0509 0.1909 0.0473 4.15
0.0615 0.2280 0.0583 10.2
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TABLE VII
SOLUBILITY DATA AND DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS
OF TOLUENE IN PVAC WITH 4.9% CaC03 AT 80°C
eq PIjp~ wav D x109 (cm2 js)WI I
Run #1
0.0059 0.0311 0.0041 0.534
0.0135 0.0659 0.0112 0.632
0.0211 0.1019 0.0188 0.901
0.0319 0.1466 0.0286 1.14
0.0420 0.1853 0.0389 1.67 .::1~
0.0563 0.2367 0.0490 3.04 .•.~"i
0.0698 0.2825 0.0657 5.11 ,...,...
0.0797 0.3158 0.0767 10.6 .'c:
0.0906 0.3524 0.0874 18.8
0.0907 0.3869 0.0960 45.5
Run #2
0.0060 0.0291 0.0042 0.551
0.0148 0.0685 0.0121 0.643
0.0247 0.1120 0.0217 0.839
0.0351 0.1571 0.0320 1.16
0.0464 0.2026 0.0430 1.89
0.0566 0.2406 0.0536 2.90
0.0663 0.2736 0.0634 4.40
0.0758 0.3052 0.0729 7.07
0.0848 0.3361 0.0821 16.1
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TABLE VIn
SOLUBILITY DATA AND DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS
OF TOLUENE IN PVAC WITH 10% CaC03 AT 80°C
,,'
eq PI/P~ w l1V D X 109 (em2 / S) "IllWI 1 ..II
~I
':1
Run #1 .,...
0.0113 0.0282 0.0079 0.463 ,II
..
0.0282 0.0692 0.0232 1.10
0.0410 0.1087 0.0371 1.48
0.0562 0.1573 0.0516 2.59
Run #2
0.0164 0.0369 0.0114 0.559
0.0341 0.0820 0.0288 1.28
0.0509 0.1307 0.0459 1.88
0.0638 0.1715 0.0599 3.78
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
In this chapter, the experimental data presented in Chapter IV are dis-
cussed. The diffusion coefficients of toluene diffusing into PVAC with 0.0% CaC03
(neat PVAC) are compared with the results of other researchers [Mikkilineni, 1995
and Hou, 1986] and with the free-volume theory correlation of Vrentas and Duda.
The methods discussed in Chapter II for determining diffusion coefficients are com-
pared by analyzing a set of sorption curves with each method. The experimental
data for filled PVAC are compared with a free-volume theory correlation modi-
fied to account for the added filler and to other correlative equations discussed in
Chapter II.
Diffusion coefficients for toluene diffusing into neat PVAC were compared
to the data of Mikkilineni [1995] and Hou [1986] at temperatures of 60°C and 80°C
in Figures 18 and 19. The diffusion coefficients obtained in this work compare
well with the data of both Mikkilineni and Hou. The data shown are from Table I
and V of Chapter IV for this work, Table IX for Mikkilineni, and Table X for Hou.
The largest deviations between the data obtained in this work and the data
obtained by Hou occur at the lowest weight fractions for both the 60°C and 80° C
data. The apparatus used by Hou for obtaining diffusion coefficients was a quartz
spring balance. The quartz crystal microbalance is more sensitive to changes in
low values of concentration of toluene (rv 1 ng of toluene) than the quartz spring
balance, while the quartz spring balance could give data points at higher values of
concentration of the penetrant by using thicker polymer films than can be used by
the quartz crystal microbalance.
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TABLE IX
DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS OF TOLUENE IN NEAT
PVAC FROM MIKKILINENI
Toluene Weight Fraction D x 109 (em2 / S)
60°C
0.0091 0.164
0.0264 0.468
0.0508 1.62
0.0680 4.47
0.0963 37.2
0.0136 0.220
0.0402 0.922
0.0746 5.19
"
0.1088 36.8
41
'.0.0116 0.200 il
0.0321 0.549 H
0.0677 2.14
0.0941 13.0
0.1382 71.9
0.0144 0.429
0.0397 1.45
0.0138 0.349
0.0363 0.877
0.0654 3.16
0.0283 1.06
0.0795 31.7
0.0541 1.70
0.0380 0.994
0.0928 24.2
0.1756 56.3
80°C
0.0142 31.5
0.0364 36.5
0.0586 74.8
0.0871 163
0.1305 179
TABLE X
DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS OF TOLUENE IN NEAT
PVAC FROM HOD
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Toluene Weight Fraction D x109 (cm2 js) '.
41
'.60°C ;1~l
0.0234 2.05 :.l~.
0.0755 16.0 ••..
0.1320 82.9 :)
0.2199 446
80°C
0.0140 4.20
0.0404 23.5
0.0734 84.2
0.1202 319
0.1903 921
0.2589 1190
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Mikkilineni's data were obtained with the same apparatus as used in this
work; however, the methods of analyzing the sorption data were different in this
work. Mikkilineni used the initial slope method, and the moment method was used
in this work. Also, in this work, the apparatus was modified to include a sample
cylinder for quick delivery of the penetrant into the chamber. The use of a sample
cylinder was critical for preventing errors which occured from the slow entry of the
solvent vapor.
The diffusion coefficients for neat PVAC show greater scatter at larger
weight fractions shown, as can be seen in Figures 12 and 13. The reason for
increased scatter of data at larger weight fractions was because the diffusion became
too fast for enough data to be collected in the beginning stages of diffusion. The
faster the diffusion, the fewer the number of data points that were collected in
the beginning stages of diffusion. Also, since diffusion at 80° C was faster than
diffusion at 60°C, data at 80°C were not obtained at as high of toluene weight
fraction. Figure 20 shows an example of a sorption curve that was rejected due
to very few data in the initial stages of diffusion. Diffusion coefficients calculated
from such a curve would be unreliable since very few data points were collected at
the beginning of the curve.
Another phenomena which leads to unreliable diffusion data is the appear-
ance of a hump in the sorption curves for larger toluene weight fractions. Diffusion
coefficients obtained from analysis of sorption curves after the appearance of a
hump are not shown in Figures 12 and 13 as the scatter of data is too great and
the data is considered to be unreliable. The cause of the hump is unknown, but
is speculated to be related to "stress effects." Normally, the changes in resonant
frequency of the quartz crystal is related to the change in mass on the exposed sur-
face. However, if there is stress in the polymer film on the quartz crystal surface,
there is a net force per unit width acting across the polymer film/quartz interface
that stress biases the quartz. This stress bias causes the frequency changes referred
to as "stress effects" [EerNisse, 1984]. Adding mass or adding stress decreases the
resonant frequency of the quartz crystal. Speculations are that, when the coated
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Figure 20. An Example of a Sorption Curve that was Rejected Due to Very Few
Data in the Initial Stages of Diffusion.
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polymer solution drys, stress builds in the polymer film. During a sorption ex-
periment, adding solvent to the polymer film decreases the resonant frequency of
the quartz crystal. The added solvent relaxes the polymer chains, possibly re-
ducing stress at the polymer/crystal interface, which would increase the resonant
frequency of the quartz crystal and produce a hump in the sorption curve. Fig-
ure 21 shows an example of a sorption curve that was rejected due to a hump in
the sorption curve.
Most of the trends of the effective diffusion coefficient data in Figures 12
and 13 are as expected. The diffusion coefficients increase with weight fraction
toluene and temperature as is typical of the PVAC-toluene system. Diffusion co-
efficients decrease with weight percent of CaC03 , which is typical for diffusion in
filled rubbery polymers. The diffusion coefficient data are expected to be concave
towards the toluene weight fraction axis. The 60°C data appear to follow this
trend better than the 80°C data. The data show some upward trends and inflec-
tion points, especially for filled PVAC at the larger of the weight fractions. This
could be from error in the analysis of the data, due to inaccurate selection of the
equilibrium mass uptake. In slower diffusion processes, such as diffusion in filled
PVAC compared to diffusion in neat PYAC, the sorption experiment takes a long
time to reach equilibrium, and a small error in the equilibrium mass uptake would
cause a large error in the first moment calculation of the sorption curve which
is used to determine the diffusion coefficient. There could also be errors due to
"stress effects" as discussed previously. Although, if "stress effects" are present,
they are not noticable enough to form a hump in the sorption data which were
analyzed. Replicate experimental runs of each set of data were performed with
the same crystal and polymer film for each set in order to verify reproducibility
of data. As can be seen from Figures 12 and 13, the data reproduce well. Some
scatter is seen, caused by factors such as limited amount of sorption data and
inaccurate selection of equilibrium mass uptake, as described above.
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The vapor pressure data in Figure 14 through Figure 17 shows the effect of
the filler on changing the solubility in the polymer films. The replicate experimen-
tal runs compare well for PVAC with 3.3, 4.9 and 10% (by weight) CaC03 at both
60°C and BO°C. However, there is more error between the replicate experimental
runs for neat PVAC at both 60°C and BO°C. The vapor pressure data were plotted
against the toluene weight fraction calculated on a filler free basis in Figure 16 and
Figure 17 in order to determine effects of adsorption of toluene solvent by the filler.
If Henry's law holds, the concentration, C, of the solvent in the polymer film is
related to vapor pressure by, C = C!p. Therefore, the vapor pressure, PI, is directly
proportional to toluene weight fraction, and is indirectly proportional to the solu-
bility coefficient, C!. If PI decreases, C! increases. If PI increases, C! decreases. The
data shown extrapolate to zero vapor pressure at zero toluene weight fraction, as
they should. The data also follow different slopes for the different filler contents, as
would be expected with different solubility coefficients. Following discussions given
in Chapter II, in the absence of vacuoles and for non-adsorbing filler, C! = C!pVp , the
solubility coefficient would decrease linearly with increasing filler volume fraction.
With the exception of the neat PVAC data at 60°C, the general trend in Figures 16
and 17 is a decrease in the vapor pressure with increasing filler content. Therefore,
the general trend of the solubility coefficient is to increase with added filler, which
means that penetrant adsorption and/or filling of vacuoles with penetrant does
occur.
Due to the sensitivity of the quartz crystal microbalance to small changes in
concentration of penetrant, the QCM has advantages over other sorption apparatus
such as the quartz spring balance since closely spaced diffusion coefficient data
can be obtained. The QCM has disadvantages, however, such as the inability to
obtain diffusion data at as high of penetrant concentrations as the quartz spring
balance, for reasons such as limited sorption data at beginning times and humps in
sorption curves, as mentioned above. Yet, these limitations do not pose a problem
in the present study, as requirements for model development are satisfied with
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low concentration diffusion data and diffusion coefficients with higher penetrant
concentrations can be estimated from models.
Another disadvantage of the QCM is the inability to obtain data for highly
viscous polymers. As an example, Figure 22 shows a quartz crystal frequency
response curve for ethylbenzene diffusing into polybutadiene. The crystal fre-
quency was very unstable during this run. This is due to the viscous nature of
polybutadiene. Stress effects are presumed to be great with viscous polymers
and the quartz crystal oscillations are damped causing instabilities in the reso-
nant frequency. More examples of trial studies with highly viscous polymers and
discussion of the stress effects in piezoelectric quartz crystals are given by Mikkili-
neni [1995], including interesting examples of polymers so viscous that the quartz
crystals ceased to oscillate when coated with the polymer.
The most significant cause of experimental error in this work is believed
to be the measurement of the thickness of the polymer film. A possible error is in
the measurement of the diameter of the film. The coated films are not perfectly
symmetrical; therefore, several measurements of diameter are taken at different
orientations and averaged to give the diameter used in the calculations. Another
possible error is in the volume measurements with the micropipette. Some of the
liquid could adhere to the inner surface of the micropipette tube. Since such a
small volume of solution is used, significant error could result. Error also exists
due to non-uniformity in the thickness of the polymer films. Visual inspection of
the coated films show that the outer edges of the films are usually thicker than the
center portion. This is thought to be due to surface tension in the solution while
drying. Adhesion of the solution to the surface of the crystal creates forces which
move solution to the outer edges of the film. For this same reason, filler particles
also tend to be swept to the outer edges of the film. To minimize these effects, the
solution is stirred with the tip of the micropipette while being coated.
Appendix C gives and estimate of the error in the diffusion coefficient and
penetrant weight fraction due to uncertainties in the thickness of the polymer film
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Figure 22. Frequency Curve for Polybutadiene-Ethylbenzene System at 80°C.
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and crystal frequencies. The error in the diffusion coefficient was estimated to be
65% and the error in the penetrant weight fraction was estimated to be 15%.
Comparison of Methods for Determining Diffusion Coefficients
There are four well known methods of analyzing sorption data in order
to determine diffusion coefficients. The four methods are the half-time method,
the initial slope method, the limiting slope method, and the moment method, and
have been previously discussed in Chapter II. The moment method was chosen to
analyze the sorption data in this work. This section compares the four methods of
determining diffusion coefficients by using each method to analyze a set of sorption
data.
Sorption data for toluene diffusing into neat PVAC at 60°C was analyzed
by the four methods, the half-time method(HT), the initial slope method(ISM),
the limiting slope method(LSM), and the moment method(MM). The diffusion
coefficients determined by the four methods are shown in Table XI, and compared
in Figure 23. The diffusion coefficients determined from the four methods compare
well. The diffusion coefficients determined from the limiting slope method has the
most scatter. Mass uptake ratios ranging from 0.9 to 1 were used in the limiting
slope method, resulting in more random error due to a limited number of data
points in such a small range. Mass uptake ratios ranging from 0 to 0.5 or more
were used in the initial slope method. The diffusion coefficient data determined
from the initial slope method, the half-time method, and the moment method
formed smooth curves. Discrepancies in the four methods were more evident at
the larger weight fractions shown, since the sorption curves analyzed did not have
enough data at the beginning of the curve.
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TABLE XI
COMPARISON OF METHODS FOR DETERMINING DIFFUSION
COEFFICIENTS OF TOLUENE IN NEAT PVAC AT 60°C
D X 109 (cm2/s)
w av HT ISM L5M MM1
0.0085 0.303 0.300 0.158 0.218
0.0213 0.761 0.854 0.289 0.536
0.0342 1.78 2.11 0.720 1.26 ':1
0.0468 3.45 4.48 1.84 2.82 "'1",
0.0596 6.22 7.35 1.74 4.83 .,
":l
0.0718 10.1 8.89 4.28 8.81 w·
0.0841 11.7 13.3 7.57 14.1 'I''I
"0.0963 16.0 16.5 18.4 24.1 '"JI
0.1085 18.3 29.4 26.3 34.2 "1
94.0
.,
0.1207 20.7 34.3 44.1 a
.,
0.1339 23.5 41.0 76.1 53.7 "
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Correlating the Experimental Diffusion Coefficient Data
Regressions Using a Modified Free-Volume Equation
Experimental data from this work were compared with effective diffusion
coefficient curves obtained from a free-volume equation modified to account for
filled polymers. Plots of D vs. volume fraction of filler, Vj, gave insight into
how diffusion varies with filler volume fraction. Graphs of D vs. vf, in semi-
log form, are shown in Figure 24 for 60°C data and Figure 25 for 80°C data.
These plots are linear, within experimental error; thus, log D varies linearly
with Vf' Models have been developed which describe the penetrant concentration
dependence of diffusivity [Duda et al., 1982]. These models are also exponential
in form. Combining a model which fits D vs. vf with a model which fits D vs.
WI would give a model which d~scribes the dependence of D on both penetrant
concentration and filler volume fraction. A linear equation which fits the log D vs.
v I data may be written as
(81 )
"I
"
'.
where Dei f is the effective mutual diffusion coefficient measured in the experiments,
Dp is the diffusivity of neat polymer, and m is a positive constant. The negative
sign signifies that diffusivity decreases with volume fraction of filler. With v I = 0,
this equation simplifies to Deli = Dp , as it should. Solving for Dei f in equation 81
gives the following equation for diffusion of penetrants in filled polymers,
,.
'!
"
ii
'I
(82)
An equation which has worked well for many polymer-penetrant systems
in describing the concentration dependence of the mutual diffusion coefficient is
Vrentas and Duda's [Duda et al., 1982] free-volume theory of transport which was
discussed in Chapter II. For this reason, this equation was chosen for Dp . The
effective diffusion coefficient in full form can then be given as
(83)
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Figure 24. Diffusion Coefficients of Toluene in CaC03 Filled PVAC as a Func-
tion of CaC03 Volume Fraction at 60°C for Various Toluene Weight
Fractions.
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Figure 25. Diffusion Coefficients of Toluene in CaC03 Filled PVAC as a Func-
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(84)
(85)
(86)
The preexponential constant, Do, mentioned in Chapter II is lumped in along
with the Arrhenius form of temperature dependence into the term DOl' The free
volume parameters Kn//'l K 21 - Tgl, K 12 //'l K 22 - Tg2 , ~- and V2- were taken
from Hou [1986]. The parameters DOl, e, X, and m were obtained from correlations
with experimental data from this work, as explained in the following paragraphs.
The interaction parameter, X, was obtained by fitting the Flory-Huggins
equation
(87)
to solubility data in which the equilibrium weight fraction of the penetrant in the
polymer was known as a function of penetrant vapor pressure, Pl. The pressure
p~ is the penetrant saturation vapor pressure. Table I and Table V of Chapter IV
shows the data used for this regression. Figure 26 shows a comparison of solubility
data for neat PVAC at 600 e with a theoretical curve calculated by equation 87.
Figure 27 shows a similar comparison for 80°C data. The solubility data calculated
by equation 87 compare reasonably well with experimental solubility data, with
more scatter appearing in the 800 e data. The interaction parameter, X, is given
in Figures 26 and 27 as 0.42 and 0.75 for 600 e and 800 e data, respectively.
The parameters DOl and ewere obtained by fitting equation 83 to ex-
perimental diffusion coefficient data for neat PVAC (vf = 0). Figure 28 shows a
comparison of experimenta} diffusion coefficient data for neat PVAe at 600 e with
curves calculated by equation 83 with vf = o. The parameters DOl and eare given
in this figure. The diffusion coefficients calculated by equation 83 compare well
with experimental diffusion coefficient data.
The parameter m was obtained by fitting equation 83 to experimental
diffusion coefficient data for CaC03 filled PVAC with a weight of 10% CaC03
I
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Figure 26. Comparison of Experimental Solubility Data with the Flory-Huggins
Equation for PYAC-Toluene at 60°C.
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Figure 27. Comparison of Experimental Solubility Data with the Flory-Huggins
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(V j = 0.0428). Figure 29 shows a comparison of the diffusion coefficient data for
CaC03 filled PVAC with a weight of 10% CaC03 at 60°C with curves calculated
by equation 83 with VI = 0.0428. The parameter m is given in this figure. The
fit of equation 83 to the experimental diffusion coefficient data in this figure is
reasonable, but these data show more scatter than the data for neat PYAC.
Figure 30 shows both of the previous comparisons of the data of neat PVAC
and CaC03 filled PVAC with a weight of 10% CaC03 , as well as comparisons of
the diffusion coefficient data of CaC03 filled PVAC with weights of 3.3% (VI =
0.0137) and 4.9% (Vj = 0.0205) CaC03 at 60°C to predicted curves calculated by
equation 83. The curves for data with 3.3% and 4.9% CaC03 are purely predictive.
Only the volume fraction of filler, vj, in the equation was changed. All other
parameters were obtained from previous correlations.
Figure 31 shows similar regressions of neat PVAC data and data of CaC03
filled PVAC with a weight of 10% CaC03 using equation 83 as well as predictions
of the diffusivity data of CaC03 filled PVAC with weights of 3.3% and 4.9% CaC03
at 80°C. As before, the parameters DOl and ~ were obtained by fitting the experi-
mental diffusion coefficient data of neat PYAC to equation 83, and the parameter
m was obtained by fitting the experimental diffusion coefficient data of CaC03
filled PVAC with a weight of 10% CaC03 to equation 83. The predictive curves
of the diffusion coefficients of CaC03 filled PYAC with weights of 3.3% and 4.9%
were calculated by equation 83 by changing only the volume fraction of filler, V j.
The diffusion coefficient curves calculated with equation 83 compare very
well with the experimental diffusion coefficient data of neat PVAC and PVAC with
10% CaC03 . Also, the diffusion coefficient curves calculated with equation 83 for
PVAC with 3.3% and 4.9% CaC03 at 60°C and 80°C show a reasonable prediction
of the experimental data. The predictions of the diffusion coefficients for PYAC
with 4.9% CaC03 are the better of the two samples. The data for PVAC with
3.3% CaC03 shows more scatter, showing low predictions of data at 60°C and
high predictions of data at 80°C.
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The free-volume parameters used in this subsection are shown in Table XII.
The solubility data regressions show the parameter X to increase with temperature
with a 56% difference between 60°C and 80°C. The parameter, ~, is usually as-
sumed to be temperature independent [Duda, 1983]. Regressions of diffusion data
at 60°C and 80°C show this agreement to within 7%. The parameter, DOll is tem-
perature dependent and is assumed to follow the Arrhenius equation. For positive
activation energy, E, the parameter, DOl, increases with temperature. Regressions
of data verify the increase of DOl with temperature. The DOl at 80°C was 73%
greater than DOl at 60°C. The parameter, m, increases with temperature with a
22% difference between the two temperatures. In a study of diffusion of hydrocar-
bons in silicone rubber, Barrer [1962] reported that the percentage difference in the
diffusion coefficient between filled and unfilled rubber increased with temperature.
Therefore, from the mathematical form of equation 83, m is expected to increase
with temperature.
Regressions Using Equations Derived by Barrer and Chio
Experimental diffusion coefficient data for toluene diffusing into CaC03
filled PYAC at 60°C was used to test the correlative capabilities of the equations
derived by Barrer and Chio [1965], as described in Chapter II. The free-volume
equation was used for the unfilled diffusion coefficient, Dp , with parameters as
given in the previous subsection.
The first equation used was the simple form in which only the tortuosity
of the diffusion paths around the filler particles was considered
where K. is the structure factor. The expression of Fricke,
y
K.= ,
Y +vf
(88)
(89)
rTABLE XII
PARAMETERS OF THE MODIFIED FREE-VOLUME EQUATIO
FOR PVAC-TOLUENE
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Parameter
Vt (em3 /g)
V2* (em3 /g)
Kn/, (em3 jg K)
Kl2 /, (em3 jg K)
K 21 - Tg1 (K)
K 22 - Tg2 (K)
Free-Volume Parameters from Hou [1986]
Regre~sed Free-Volume Parameters
Parameter 60°C 80°C
Value
0.917
0.728
1.57 x 10-3
4.33 X 10-4
-90.5
-256
4
1
•
>
•
0.42
0.63
5.48 x10-5
96.7
0.75
0.59
1.18 x10-4
120.5
where Y
Runge,
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2 for random spheres was used in equation 89. The expression of
(90)1 [ 3vf ]K = 1 - 1~ 3 '(1- vf) 2 +vf - O.392vf /
for a cubic lattice of spheres was also used. Both of these expressions, equation 89
and equation 90, gave the same value for K. The smallest value of the structure
factor, K = 0.979, was for polymer with 10% filler (Vf = 0.0428). This value led to
only a 2% decrease in the diffusion coefficient. Figure 32 shows this comparison, as
well as the previously obtained regression of neat PVAC. The fit using equation 88
is very poor. The values of K calculated from equations 89 and 90 are used in
subsequent calculations.
The next equation used was the more complicated form which takes into
account two separate phases, the polymer phase and the filler phase,
(91 )
where O'p is a parameter related to the solubility in the polymer and 0'1 is a pa-
rameter related to the gas adsorption by the filler. The ratio 0'J/0'p was obtained
by fitting equation 91 to experimental diffusion coefficient data for CaC03 filled
PVAC with a weight of 10% CaCOi (vf = 0.0428). Figure 33 shows this regression,
as well as the previously obtained regression of neat PVAC, and the predictions of
the diffusivity data of CaC03 filled PVAC with weights of 3.3% and 4.9% CaC03
at 60°C. The diffusion coefficients obtained from the regression using equation 91
compare well with the experimental diffusion coefficients of toluene in 10% CaC03
filled PVAC, however, equation 91 does not predict well the experimental diffusion
coefficients of toluene in 3.3% CaC03 and 4.9% CaC03 filled PVAC.
The ratio 0'f /O'p obtained in the regression using equation 91 is much larger
than unity, 1,351.5. However, even assuming independent sorption by filler and
rubber phases, Barrer et al. [1962] reported values of the ratio 0'J /O'p less than
unity for hydrocarbons diffusing into silica filled silicone rubber. Therefore, the
ratio 0' f /O'p is unlikely to be as large as that obtained by the regression. Diffusion
of toluene in CaC03 filled PYAC is possibly too complex to model with a diffusion
".~l
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Structure Factor Equation for CaC03 Filled PVAC at 60°C.
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equation containing a structure factor for a regular dispersion of nonconducting
spheres. Sorption experiments should be performed for toluene diffusing into filled
PVAC, using fillers other than CaC03 . Comparing CaC03 filled PVAC-toluene
data with other filled PVAC-toluene data will show, relatively, the effect of ad-
sorption of toluene for various fillers. If the filler particles are geometrically similar
and have the same adsorption effects, then reductions in diffusivity should be the
same. One filler chosen should be non-adsorbing, such as glass beads, as to obtain
an appropriate model for the structure factor.
Regressions Using an Equation Derived from Reaction Principles
Experimental diffusion coefficient data for toluene diffusing into CaC03
filled PVAC at 60°C was also used to test the correlative capabilities of the equa-
tions derived from treatment of adsorption as a chemical reaction. The equation,
as described in Chapter II, is given' as
(92)
where
R - Cf (93)
- C'
and CJ is the concentration of the penetrant which is adsorbed on the filler par-
ticles, and C is the concentration of penetrant which is free to diffuse. The free-
volume equation was used for the unfilled diffusion coefficient, Dp , with parameters
as given previously. The parameter R was obtained by fitting equation 92 to ex-
perimental diffusion coefficient data for CaC03 filled PVAC with a weight of 3.3%,
4.9%, and 10% CaC03 . Figure 34 shows the regression of these data, as well as the
previously obtained regression of neat PVAC. The diffusion coefficients obtained
from the regression using equation 92 compare well with the experimental diffusion
coefficients of toluene in 3.3%, 4.9%, and 10% CaC03 filled PVAC, however, each
of the curves at the various filler contents were obtained by a separate non-linear
regression of the experimental data. Therefore, no predictions were made using
this equation. The parameter R increases with volume fraction of filler since more
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surface area of filler is available for adsorption of penetrant. The values of R are
given in Figure 34.
Numerical Simulation and Regression of Sorption Curves
All of the methods discussed in Chapter II for obtaining the diffusion co-
efficient from sorption data are based on solutions of the one-dimensional diffusion
equation with constant D. Therefore, to obtain diffusion coefficients over a range
of penetrant concentration, a series of small step-change sorption experiments must
be run. A method for obtaining the diffusion coefficient over a concentration range
by analysis of only one sorption curve was studied in this work.
This method involved solving the one-dimensional diffusion equation with
concentration dependent D(C),
ac = !...- (D(C) aC) .
&t ax ax (94)
The initial concentration of the penetrant inside the polymer film is uniform at C1
and at any time after t = 0, the surface concentration is Co, i.e., there is a step
change in surface concentration from C1 to Co at t = O. The boundary conditions
for equation 94 are
C(x,O) = Cl ,
C(O, t) = Co,
ac
ax (L, t) = 0,
(95)
(96)
(97)
where the last boundary condition indicates that there is no loss of penetrant from
the bottom of the film.
Equation 94 was solved numerically for the concentration of the pene-
trant in the polymer as a function of time and position in the polymer film for
a given functional form of D(C). The concentration profile was integrated over
the whole film to obtain the mass uptake ratio as a function of time. The numer-
ically obtained sorption curve was compared to experimental sorption data, and
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the parameters of a constitutive equation for D(C) were determined by non-linear
regression. Once the parameters were determined, the constitutive equation for
D(C) was used to calculate the diffusion coefficient over a concentration range.
To simplify the numerical analysis, equation 94 was non-dimensionalized.
The following is a mathematical analysis for the non-dimensionalization. The
polymer film has a thickness L, and x is the distance into the film measured from
the top surface. The top of the film is at x = 0 and the bottom of the film is at
x = L.
A concentration dependent constitutive equation such as a free-volume
equation can be used for the diffusion coefficient, D(C). For illustration purposes,
D(C) is assumed to have the form
D(C) = Doexp(aC), (98)
where Do is the diffusion coefficient at C = 0 and a IS a constant. A non-
dimensional concentration can be defined as
A non-dimensional distance, X, can also be defined as
x
X= L'
(99)
(100)
Substituting equations 98, 99 and 100 into equation 94 leads to a non-dimensional
time, T
t
T= -,
T
where
L2
T= .
Doexp(aC1 )
The non-dimensional diffusion equation becomes
ac' fj ( aC')
- = - exp {a (Co - C1 ) C'} - .aT ax ax
The boundary conditions for equation 103 become
C'(X,O) = 0,
(101)
(102)
(103)
(104)
C'(O,T) = 1,
ac'ax (1,T) = O.
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(105)
(106)
Equation 103 can be solved numerically to obtain C' as a function of X and T.
The mass of penetrant in the polymer film at any time can be given by
the equation
(107)
where A is the cross-sectional area of the polymer film. At infinite time, i.e., at
polymer-penetrant equilibrium, the mass of the penetrant in the polymer film is
The fractional penetrant uptake can then be calculated by
Mt = [L (C - G1) dx.
Moo Jo (Co - Cd L
In non-dimensional form, the fractional penetrant uptake is
MT = [1 C'dX.
M= Jo
(l08)
(l09)
(110)
A sorption curve can be obtained by solving equation 110 numerically. The nu-
merical computations were performed using FORTRAN. The programs are shown
in Appendix E. Validation studies of the program are shown in Appendix D.
The free-volume equation 30 discussed in Chapter II has been used suc-
cessfully to correlate diffusion coefficients in several polymer-solvent systems [Ju
et al., 1981]. Therefore, this equation was chosen as the diffusion coefficient con-
stitutive equation for equation 94. A satisfactory fit to the sorption data was not
obtained, therefore predictions of the diffusion coefficient using the free-volume
constitutive equation 30 were not reliable. Predictions of diffusion coefficients us-
ing this method were consistently high. More work needs to be done to determine
the underlying problem of the inability to properly fit the sorption data. Results
of the correlations are shown in Appendix D.
The ability to numerically obtain sorption data was aiso used to test the
moment method of determining diffusion coefficients. The numerically obtained
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sorption curve was treated as experimental data from a step-change sorption exper-
iment and analyzed by the moment method to obtain diffusion coefficients. These
results were compared to diffusion coefficients calculated by the diffusion coeffi-
cient constitutive equation used in the diffusion equation. The results compared
very well and are shown in Appendix D.
CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This work involved the measurement of the effective diffusion coefficient
for toluene diffusing into CaC03 filled PVAC films by quartz crystal microbalance
sorption experiments. The experimental results from this work were compared to a
free-volume theory correlation modified to account for fillers. The results were also
compared to correlation equations derived by Barrer and Chio [1965], using the
structure factor equations of Fricke [1931] and Runge [1925]. And, finally, results
were compared to a correlation equation from Crank [1956] for simultaneous diffu-
sion with reaction. For this work, the following conclusions and recommendations
can be made.
Conclusions
1. Effective diffusion coefficients for toluene diffusing into CaC03 filled PVAC
were successfully measured with a quartz crystal microbalance sorption ap-
paratus.
2. Comparison of diffusion coefficients for toluene diffusing into PVAC with
0.0% CaC03 (neat PVAC) with diffusion coefficients from other sources val-
idated the methods used in this work.
3. Data from the experiments show that the diffusion coefficient increases with
toluene concentration, and temperature, but decreases exponentially with
weight percent CaC03 filler in PVAC polymer.
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4. Effective diffusion coefficient curves calcula.ted by the modified free-volume
correla.tion compare well with experimental data.
5. Effective diffusion coefficients calculated by equations based solely on the
tortuosity of the diffusion path around filler particles show very poor com-
parison with experimental data.
6. Effective diffusion coefficients calculated by equations which take into ac-
count both the tortuosity of the diffusion path around filler particles and
adsorption of penetrant on the surface of the filler particles do not compare
well with experimental data, although they were better than curves calcu-
lated by equations based only on tortuosity.
7. Effective diffusion coefficients calculated by equations which model adsorp-
tion of penetrant on the filler particles as a reaction compare well with ex-
perimental data when fit indi~id.ually to fixed filler contents. No predictive
capability was found using this equation.
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Recommendations
1. Methods for more uniform coating and more accurate thickness measure-
ment of polymer films on the quartz crystal should be explored since the
measurement of the thickness of the polymer film was believed to be the
most significant cause of experimental error. In this work, a known weight
of polymer (PVAC) was dissolved in a known volume of solvent (tetrahydro-
furan). The crystals were coated from a micropipette by dropping a known
volume of the polymer solution onto the crystal surface and spreading it with
the tip of the micropipette. After drying, the diameter of the polymer film
was measured with a ruler. The thickness of the polymer film was calculated
from the diameter of the film, the volume of the solution used to coat the
crystal, and the weights and densities of the polymer and solvent used to
make the polymer solution. A possible error was in the measurement of the
diameter of the film. The coated films were not perfectly symmetrical; there-
fore, several measurements of diameter were taken at different orientations
and averaged to give the diameter used in the calculations. Another possible
error was in the volume measurements with the micropipette. Some of the
liquid could adhere to the inner surface of the micropipette tube. Since such
a small volume of solution was used, significant error could result. Error also
existed due to non-uniformity in the thickness of the polymer films. Visual
inspection of the coated films showed that the outer edges of the films were
usually thicker than the center portion.
2. Effective diffusion coefficients for toluene diffusing into filled PVAC should be
determined using different fillers. Diffusion of toluene in CaC03 filled PVAC
was possibly too complex to model with a diffusion equation containing a
structure factor for a regular dispersion of nonconducting spheres. If sorp-
tion experiments were performed for toluene diffusing into filled PVAC using
various geometrically similar fillers, these results could be compared to the
results of CaC0 3 filled PVACto determine the relative effect of adsorption
of toluene for various fillers. If the filler particles have the same adsorption
effects, then reductions in diffusivity should be the same. One filler chosen
should be non-adsorbing, such as glass beads, as to obtain an appropriate
model for the structure factor.
3. A graphical instrumentation program such as LabVIEW should be set up on
the data acquisition computer. This program could be used to imitate the
appearance and operation of actual instruments, such as pressure and tem-
perature monitors. All of the measured properties, pressure, temperature,
and frequency, could be monitored at one location, the computer. Such a
program can also produce live graphs of data during an experimental run.
All calculations involved in determining the diffusion coefficient could be
performed by the graphical instrumentation program.
4. The quartz crystal microbalance should be placed in an insulated oven to
better control the temperature of the ambient air and the chamber.
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APPENDIX A
Experimental Procedures
The contents of this appendix give detailed procedures for initial prepara-
tion and operation of the quartz crystal microbalance in order to obtain diffusion
coefficients of penetrants diffusing into filled polymers.
Preparing a Polymer Solution
1. Measure and record the weight of a sample vial. In this work, a 20 ml sample
vial was used.
2. Place a sample of polymer into the vial. Measure and record the weight of
the vial again. The polymer used in this work was PVAC. Typically, 0.6
grams (or 9 balls of the PVAC available in the laboratory) was used.
3. Place a sample of filler into the vial. Measure and record the weight of the
vial again. The filler used in this work was CaC03 . The weights of filler used
in this work range from 0 to 0.06 grams.
4. Fill the vial containing the polymer and filler with Tetrahydrofuran (THF).
Other solvents can be used, but THF seems to work best for dissolving PVAC.
5. After the polymer dissolves, measure and record the weight of the vial once
more.
These weights were used for determining the thickness of the polymer film which
was coated on the quartz crystal, which win be described later.
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Coating a Quartz Crystal with a Polymer Film
1. Remove a quartz crystal from its storage box and place on a flat surface. Be
careful not to touch the crystal with bare fingers.
2. Mix the polymer solution contained in the sample vial by gently shaking
or rotating the vial. Severe agitation of the mixture will cause excessive
formation of bubbles in the solution.
3. Remove a known volume of polymer solution from the sample vial with a
micropipette. In this work, 7 JLl is usually withdrawn from the sample vial.
4. Immediately coat the quartz crystal with the solution in the micropipette by
dropping the solution onto the crystal surface and spreading uniformly with
the tip of the micropipette. Filler particles tend to flow to the outer edge of
the coating if the solution is not spread onto the crystal in this manner.
5. Allow the polymer coating to dry thoroughly. Usually one day is sufficient.
Coating a polymer solution onto a quartz crystal is an art which takes much
practice. A coating with uniform thickness is desired. Thickness uncertainties
are one of the major sources of errors in experimentally measuring the diffusion
coefficient of penetrants diffusing into polymers.
Evacuating the Quartz Crystal Microbalance
Evacuation of the quartz crystal microbalance is achieved by the use of
two vacuum pumps. A rotary vane pump is used to obtain pressures of approxi-
mately 10-1 torr and a turbomolecular pump is then used to obtain pressures of
approximately 10-7 torr. The level and condition of the oil in the rotary vane
pump must be checked routinely. The oil should be changed every month. If the
pump is operated with dirty oil, the required vacuum will not be created and the
life of the pump will be reduced. Care should be taken not to contaminate the
pump oil with solvent from the chamber, as this will prematurely break down the
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oil as well as destroy the internal gaskets of the pump. Also, care should be taken
not to contaminate the chamber with pump oil. A liquid nitrogen trap is in line
between the rotary vane pump and the chamber to prevent these occurrences. The
following steps should be followed whene~er the chamber is to be evacuated. The
right angle valve, gate valve, and solvent flask valves are assumed to be initially
closed.
1. If the quartz crystal microbalance chamber contains penetrant, fill the liquid
nitrogen trap with liquid nitrogen and proceed with the following steps, else
go to step 2. The liquid nitrogen will boil rapidly and splatter, so gloves and
safety glasses should be worn.
• Turn on the rotary vane pump.
• Open the right angle valve which connects the rotary vane pump to the
chamber.
• When the pressure decreases below 10-1 torr, close the right angle valve.
• Turn off the rotary vane pump.
• Remove the liquid nitrogen trap, recycle the liquid nitrogen, and place
the liquid nitrogen trap in the vent hood until it thaws.
• Clean and replace the liquid nitrogen trap.
2. Turn on the rotary vane pump.
3. Open the right angle valve which connects the rotary vane pump to the
chamber.
4. When the pressure decreases below 10-1 torr, close the right angle valve.
5. Open the gate valve which connects the turbomolecular pump to the cham-
ber.
6. Turn on the turbomolecular pump. The turbotronic display will show that
the pump is in acceleration mode. After approximately 5 minutes, when the
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turbomolecular pump has accelerated to its maximum speed it will switch to
'normal' mode of operation.
7. Once the turbomolecular pump has been turned on, the vacuum will be
reduced to below 10-3 torr which is the minimum that the Pirani gauge can
read and hence it will display 'OFF'.
8. Turn on the hot ionization pressure ga~ge, IG3, and press the 'DEGAS
switch.
9. Allow the chamber to evacuate for approximately 3-4 hours.
10. Close the gate valve.
11. Turn off the turbomolecular pump.
12. Turn off the rotary vane pump.
Operating the Quartz Crystal Microbalance Sorption Apparatus
Three steps are involved in obtaining the diffusion coefficient using the
quartz crystal microbalance.
• Measurement of the frequency of the bare crystaL
• Measurement of the frequency of the solvent-free polymer coated crystal.
• Measurement of the frequency change during the experiment as the solvent
is sorbed.
The following steps are an overall procedure for measuring diffusion coeffi-
cients of penetrants diffusing into polymers with the quartz crystal microbalance.
It is assumed initially that the chamber is solvent free.
1. Place a bare crystal in the crystal holder and mount the holder in the cham-
ber.
2. Set the thermal box temperature controller to the desired temperature.
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3. Turn on the heated air circulating fan and the heating element with the
two toggle switches which are mounted above the pressure and temperature
gauges. The temperature should be allowed to stabilize for 12 hours or more.
4. Evacuate the chamber as described in the subsection Procedure for Evacu-
ating the Quartz Crystal Microbalance.
5. Record the frequency of the bare crystal with the data acquisition computer
until it reaches a steady value.
6. Prepare a polymer solution as described in the subsection Preparing a Poly-
mer Solution.
7. Remove the crystal from the chamber.
8. Coat the crystal with the polymer solution as described in the subsection
Procedure for Coating a Quartz Crystal with a Polymer Film.
9. Obtain an average diameter of the coated film with a ruler. This will anow
for later calculations of film thickness.
10. Place the crystal into the holder and the holder into the chamber again.
11. Evacuate the chamber as described in the subsection Procedure for Evacu-
ating the Quartz Crystal Microbalance.
12. Record the frequency of the coated crystal once it reaches a steady value.
To check if the frequency has reached a steady value, record the frequency
for about 15 minutes. The frequencies are recorded in a file by running a
program 'XTC7.BAS' on the computer that is connected to the deposition
monitor. On running the program the computer asks for a file name to
record the data. The computer then asks for the command corresponding to
the type of the data required. Enter the command for obtaining the crystal
frequency as the output, 'S13'. The computer records the data as a function
of time.
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13. Close the right angle valve and the gate valve if not already.
14. Be sure the vacuum pumps and hot ionization gauge are off. If penetrant
enters the hot cathode gauge, a malfunction will result.
15. Activate the deposition monitor by pressing the 'START' button.
16. Run the computer program 'XTC7.BAS' and enter the file name as required.
17. Type the command 'SI3', do not press enter yet.
18. Fill the sample cylinder with penetrant from the solvent flask by opening
the valve between the sample cylinder and solvent flask. This process will
decrease the temperature of the solvent. The temperature of the solvent
should be monitored, and the valve closed only when this temperature reaches
the original temperature which was desired. The next two steps have to be
carried out as quickly as possible.
19. Press the enter key on the computer keyboard to send the command '813'.
20. Vent the solvent vapors from the sample cylinder into the chamber by open-
ing the valve between the sample cylinder and the chamber. This yields
a step change in pressure (typically 0.1 to 0.2 psi). The computer records
the frequency of the quartz crystal as a function of time as the penetrant is
diffusing into the polymer.
21. Allow the experiment to run until the mass of the penetrant sorbed reaches
a value that remains constant for about 30 minutes. Press Ctrl/Break on the
computer keyboard to cease data recording.
22. Repeat steps 16-21 until the chamber pressure is close to the vapor pres-
sure of the solvent at the chamber temperature (typically 2 psia reached in
approximately 14 to 16 steps is sufficient).
23. When the experiments are finished, evacuate the chamber as described in the
subsection Procedure for Evacuating the Quartz Crystal Microbalance.
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Film Thickness Calculations
For calculation of the thickness of a polymer film which does not contain
filler, the following weights are needed.
• Weight of Bottle = x grams
• Weight' of Bottle + Polymer = y grams
• Weight of Bottle + Polymer + Solvent = z grams
Given these weights, the diameter of the film, and assuming uniform thickness and
no volume changes on mixing, it can be shown that the thickness of the film, L, is
L _ (l-) ( 4Vm ) ( y - x )
- 10 1rd2Pp (Y;pX + z;$Y) ,
• L = thickness of coated poly:rner (em)
• Vm = volume of coated solution (micropipette volume) (pI)
• Pp = density of polymer (gjcm3 )
• ps = density of solvent (gjcm3 )
• d = diameter of coated polymer (mm)
(111 )
For calculation of the thickness of a film which contains polymer and filler,
the following weights are needed.
• Weight of Bottle = x grams
• Weight of Bottle + Polymer = y grams
• Weight of Bottle + Polymer + Filler = z grams
• Weight of Bottle + Polymer + Filler + Solvent = w grams
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Given these weights, the diameter of the film, and assuming uniform thickness it
can be shown that the thickness of the film, L, is
where
• L = thickness of coated film (cm)
• Vm = volume of coated solution (micropipette volume) (J.ll)
• Pp = density of polymer (g/cm3 )
• PI = density of filler (g/cm3 )
• Ps = density of solvent (g/cm3 )
• d = diameter of coated polymer (mm)
Typical densities used in this work are:
• Polymer, PPVAC = 1.18 gjcm3
• Filler, PCaC03 = 2.93 gfcm3
• Solvent, PTHF = 0.885 g/cm3
(112)
APPENDIX B
Derivation of the Moment Method Formula for Evaluating Diffusion Coefficients
The derivation of the moment method diffusivity equation [Felder, 1978;
Palekar, 1995] begins with Fick's second law, just as for the derivation for the
initial slope method diffusivity equation. As before, for one dimensional diffusion
of penetrant in a plane polymer sheet, this equation is
The boundary conditions are
C(x,O) = 0,
C(L, t) = Co,
ac
ax (O,t) = O.
(113)
(114)
(llS)
(116)
Taking the Laplace transform of equations 113 through 116 and combining give
the three equations,
d2C(x,s) = ~C-( )
dx2 D X,s,
- CoC(L s) --, ,
s
ac(o,s) = o.
ax
The general solution to equation 117 is
C(x, s) = C1 exp(qx) + C2exp(-qx),
where
(
S ) 1/2q- -
- D .
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(1l7)
(118)
(119)
(120)
(121 )
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Applying the boundary condition equations 118 and 119 to equation 120 gives
Go
Cl = C2 = .
s{exp(qL) +exp( -qL)} (122)
Substituting equation 122 into equation 120 and rearranging gives the final result
C(x,s) = Go {COSh(qx)}.
s cosh(qL) (123)
The rate at which penetrant is absorbed into the polymer film, R, at the
surface is
R= AD (dG) ,
dx L
(124)
(125)- (de)R(s) = AD dx L'
where A is the surface area of the film. Taking the Laplace transform of equa-
tion 124 gives
The cumulative penetrant uptake by the polymer film is
Mt = it R(t)dt. (126)
The equilibrium uptake of penetrant by the polymer film is
Moo = ALGo. (127)
Combining equations 126 and 127 give the fractional solvent uptake by the polymer
film
1 t
Mt = ALGoJo R(t)dt. (128)
Taking the Laplace transform of equation 128 and substituting for R(s) from equa-
tion 125 gives the fractional solvent uptake by the polymer film in the Laplace
domain
Mt R(s) D (dC)
Moo = sALGo = LsGo dx L'
The moment of the sorption curve is
(129)
(130)
123
From the moment generating property of the Laplace transform,
Ts = lim {£ [1 - ~] } = lim {~_ Mt } .
s-+o Moo 3-+0 S Moo
Substituting equation 129 into equation 131 gives
(131)
(132)T - lim {~ _~ (dC) }
s - 5-+0 S LsCo dx L •
Substituting for C from equation 123 into equation 132 and rearranging gives
T
s
= lim{~ _ tanh(qL)}.
s-+o s Lsq
The function tanh(qL) is expanded in Taylor series about qR = 0
(qL)3
tanh(qL) = qL - -3- +... ,
(133)
(134)
and using the first two terms of the expansion, equation 134 is substituted into
equation 133 to give after simplification
Ts = lim {(q3L)2} .
s-+o S
Substituting for q from equation 121 into equation 135 gives
Thus, for this method, the diffusion coefficient can be calculated by
where Ts is the first moment of the MtiMoo versus time curve.
(135)
(136)
(137)
(138)
APPENDIX C
Error Analysis
Diffusion Coefficient
To estimate the uncertainty in the calculated diffusion coefficient, D) an
equation must be derived for the relative error in the diffusion coefficient in terms
of the experimental quantities used to calculate D and the uncertainty in the
experimental quantities must b~ estimated. The relative error in D means the
actual error in calculating D divided by the calculated diffusion coefficient.
The experimental quantities used to calculate D were the thickness of
the polymer film and the measured frequencies of the quartz crystal. Time was
measured with a computer clock, so the uncertainty in time is assumed to be zero.
The estimated uncertainties of these quantities are as follows,
L=±5%
it = ±10 Hz
It = ±O.05 Hz
100 = ±10 Hz
where L is the thickness of the polymer film, it is the frequency of the polymer
coated crystal before the step change in pressure, It is the frequency of the crystal
at time t while penetrant is diffusing into the polymer, and 100 is the frequency
of the crystal when penetrant has come into equilibrium with the polymer. The
uncertainty in It has been given by the manufacturer. The uncertainty in 11 and
100 are based on experimental runs.
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125
The equation used to calculate D was
L2
D=-,
3r$ (139)
where T$ is the first moment of the mass uptake ratio, MtiMocn vs. time curve,
(140)
The relative error in D, 6.D / D is approximated by using differentials and
can be found by differentiating In D. From D = L 2 /3Ts
Then
In D = 2ln L - In 3 - In Ts .
dD dL drs
-=2---.
D L T s
(141)
(142)
The quantity T 3 is the area under the 1 - MtiMoo vs. time curve and was
calculated with the trapezoidal numerical integration rule. For simplification let
(143)
The formula used to calculate T s was
(144)
where N is the number of subintervals used in the numerical integration and the
times to, t l ... ,tN are the numerical integration node points. The relative error in
T s is then
(145)
The mass uptake ratio it calculated from
Mt ft - fl
--=Moo foo - fl'
Combining this equation with equation 143 gives
(146)
(147)
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The differential dM is
(148)
Performing the differentiation gives
In the worst case, the signs of the errors in the experimental quantities
above would be as such that all the terms in the preceding equations add. The
largest value of IdD / DI can be calculated with the following equations,
and
IdD I IdL I IdTs ILargest D = 2 L + -:;:; ..
Penetrant Weight Fraction
(150)
(151 )
(152)
The uncertainty in the calculated penetrant weight fraction, WI, is deter-
mined by performing a similar derivation for the relative error in the penetrant
weight fraction. The experimental quantities used to calculate WI were the fre-
quencies of the quartz crystal as shown below with estimated errors.
10 = ±5 Hz
It = ±10 Hz
It = ±O.05 Hz
foo = ±10 Hz
where fa is the frequency of the bare crystal before coating, 11 is the frequency of
the solvent-free polymer coated crystal, ft is the frequency of the crystal at time
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t while penetrant is diffusing into the polymer, and 100 is the frequency of the
crystal when penetrant has come into equilibrium with the polymer.
The equation used to calculate the penetrant weight fraction was
The differential dWI is
/00 - 11
WI = /00 - 10' (153)
(154)
Performing the differentiation and dividing by WI gives the relative error in WI,
dWI 11 - 10 1 1
-W-l = (/00 - /0)(J00 - 11) d/oo - 100 - 11 dii + 100 - 10 dio.
The largest value possible of Idwdwll is
IdWI I I 11 - 10 I I 1 I I 1 ILargest WI = (Joo - 10)(/00 - 11) dioo + 100 - 11 d/1 + 100 - 10 dlo .
Sample Calculation
(155)
(156)
With the errors in polymer film thickness and crystal frequencies as given
above, the relative error in D and WI was calculated for the unfilled PVAC-toluene
system at 60°C, given the following data.
D = 2.18 X 10-10 cm2/s
WI = 0.008459
10 = 5978029.3 Hz
II = 5967230.3 Hz
100 = 5967098.2 Hz
Ts = 114.34 s
The error due to experimental uncertainty was calculated to be 65% for D and
15% for WI'
APPENDIX D
Results of Numerical Simulations and Correlations
The numerical computations of the procedures described in Chapter V
were performed using the FORTRAN programming language with the software
Microsoft Fortran PowerStation. The program examples in the software library
were modified for the specific problems. The MOLCR program was used to solve
a non-dimensional diffusion equation. The QDAG program was used to perform
the integration. The RNLIN program was used to perform the regression. These
three programs were modified and combined to perform the steps required. The
programs are shown in Appendix E.
The MOLCR program was modified to solve a differential diffusion equa-
tion such as equation 103 for a penetrant diffusing into a polymer film. This
program is shown in Appendix E as Progarn 3. The program was validated by
using a constant diffusion coefficient to confirm that the program was working
properly. The differential diffusion equation becomes
ac = Da2c
at ox2 '
for constant D. In non-dimensional form, equation 157 is
(157)
(158)ac' a
2c'
aT = aX2 '
c' - c - C1 . X -~. T Dt (159)
- Co - C1 ' - L' = L2'
Equation 157 was solved by Crank [1956], and the solution in non-dimensional
form is
C' 4I:oo (-I)n _(2n+l)21l'2T/(' (2n+1}7rX=1-- e cos 2
'
.
1r 2n + 1
n=O
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(160)
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The numerical solution of equation 158 was compared to the analytical solution by
using equation 160. A program, Program 1 in Appendix E, was written to perform
the calculation of equation 160. Equation 160 converges quickly. The summation
was carried to n = 100, which was more than sufficient. Table XIII shows the
analytical solution and Table XIV shows the numerical solution of equation 158.
Figure 35 is a plot of these solutions. The numerical solution is essentially iden-
tical to the analytical solution, confirming the accuracy of the diffusion equation
program.
The MOLCH program was combined with the QDAG program and mod-
ified to give Program 4 in Appendix E. This program performed a simultaneous
solution of equations such as equation 103 and 110. This program allowed for a
numerical simulation of the sorption curves. A validation of Program 4 was made
using a constant diffusion coefficient. A mesh size that includes 100 values of X
was found to be sufficient. With fewer values, the error in the fractional mass up-
take was greater, but more values led to longer program run times without much
decrease in error. In order to obtain a continuous sorption curve, 100 values of T
were used. Crank [1956] gives the following solution for the fractional mass uptake
with constant D,
(161)
The numerical solution for MtiMoo was compared to the analytical solution of
equation 161. Program 2 in Appendix E performed the calculation of equation 161.
Equation 161 also converges quickly. The summation was carried to n = 100, which
was more than sufficient. Figure 36 shows a plot of the the numerical solution as
compared to the analytical solution. As with the concentration validation, the
numerical solution is almost identical to the analytical solution, confirming the
accuracy of the fractional mass uptake program.
Program 4 was used to test the accuracy of the moment method. The
program gave values of MtiMoo vs. t. A concentration dependent constitutive
equation was used in the program to obtain a sorption curve, then from the sorption
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TABLE XIII
ANALYTICAL SOLUTION OF DIFFUSION EQUATION WITH CONSTANT D
x = 0 X = .14 X = .29 X =.43 X = .57 X = .71 X = .86 X = 1
Solution at T=O.Ol
1.0000 .3124 .0434 .0024 .0001 .0000 .0000 .0000
Solution at T=0.04
1.0000 .6135 .3124 .1297 .0434 .0116 .0025 .0008
Solution at T=0.09
1.0000 .7363 .5007 .3126 .1788 .0947 .0504 .0368
Solution at T=O.16
1.0000 .8015 .6159 .4541 .3240 .2297 .1731 .1542
Solution at T=0.25
1.0000 .8461 .7003 .5701 .4621 .3813 .3314 .3146
Solution at T=0.36
1.0000 .8834 .7726 .6733 .5904 ..5281 .4895 .4764
Solution at T=0.49
1.0000 .9154 .8351 .7630 .7029 .6576 .6295 .6200
Solution at T=O.64
1.0000 .9416 .8861 .8363 .7948 .7635 .7441 .7375
Solution at T=0.81
1.0000 .9616 .9251 .8924 .8651 .8445 .8318 .8214
Solution at T=1.00
1.0000 .9760 .9532 .9327 .9156 .9027 .8947 .8920
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TABLE XIV
NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF DIFFUSION EQUATION WITH CONSTANT D
x = 0 X = .14 X = .29 X =.43 X = .57 X =.71 X = .86 X = 1
Solution at T=O.Ol
1.0006 .3124 .0430 .0026 .0001 .0000 .0000 .0000
Solution at T=0.04
1.0006 .6139 .3126 .1297 .0434 .0116 .0025 .0008
Solution at T=0.09
1.0006 .7368 .5010 .3128 .1788 .0947 .0504 .0369
Solution at T=O.16
1.0006 .8020 .6163 .4544 .3242 .2298 .1731 .1543
Solution at T=O.25
1.0006 .8466 .7007 .5705 .4624 .3815 .3316 .3147
Solution at T=O.36
1.0006 .8839 .7731 .6737 .5908 .5284 .4897 .4766
Solution at T=0.49
1.0006 .9160 .8356 .7635 .7033 .6580 .6298 .6203
Solution at T=0.64
1.0006 .9422 .8866 .8368 .7953 .7640 .7445 .7380
Solution at T=O.81
1.0006 .9622 .9257 .8930 .8656 .8451 .8323 .8280
Solution at T=1.00
1.0006 .9766 .9537 .9333 .9162 .9033 .8953 .8926
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Figure 35. Comparison of Numerical and Analytical Solutions of a Diffusion Equa-
tion with Constant Diffusion Coefficient.
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Figure 36. Comparison of Numerical and Analytical Solutions for the Fractional
Mass Uptake with Constant Diffusion Coefficient.
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curve, values of 1-MtiMoo vs. t were obtained. The numerically obtained sorption
curve was treated as data obtained from a step-change sorption experiment and
analyzed with the moment method in order to obtain diffusion coefficients (see
Chapter II for details on diffusivity calculations using the moment method). A
simple concentration dependence, D(C), was chosen
(162)
where a is a constant chosen to be a = 100, and Do, the diffusivity at zero
penetrant concentration was given a value Do = 5.0 X 10-11 . The non-dimensional
diffusion equation solved was
ac' a { ac'}aT = ax exp[a(Co - C1 )C'] ax '
C' _ C - C1
- Co - C1 '
X
x= L'
t
T= -,
7
L 2
7= .
Do exp(aC1 )
(163)
(164)
(165)
(166)
(167)
A constant step-change in concentration was chosen, Co - 0 1 = 0.01. The moment
method gives an average value of diffusivity, so a corresponding average concen-
tration was used
(168)
Figure 37 compares the diffusivities calculated from a moment method evaluation
of numerical sorption curves, iJ vs. C, with the diffusivities calculated straight
from the constitutive equation 162, D vs. C. The moment method value of D
agrees very well with the actual D, validating the accuracy of the moment method
for calculating diffusion coefficients.
A validation was then performed on the combined MOLCR, QDAG and
RNLIN program, Program 5 in Appendix E. This program was used to regress
the mass uptake ratio data. As before, a constant diffusivity was used to initially
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Figure 37. Comparison of Diffusion Coefficients Calculated from a Moment
Method Evaluation of Sorption Data with Diffusion Coefficients Cal-
culated from a Constitutive Equation.
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validate the program since this was the simplest case. The data which was regressed
was numerically simulated by Program 4, given a value for diffusivity of D =
1 X 10-8 . In the regression program, Program 5, an initial guess of D =5 X 10-8
was chosen. Program 5 fit the numerical data perfectly and returned the original
value of the diffusivity, D = 1 X 10-8 . Figure 38 shows the simulated data with
D = 1 X 10-8 along with the mass uptake ratios with the diffusivity adjusted to
D = 5 X 10-8 . Figure 39 shows the correlation to the simulated data. This test
shows that the correlation program returns the exact parameter for the constant
diffusivity case.
Since the Program 5 worked well for constant diffusivity, it was then tested
for the case when diffusivity varies with penetrant concentration. A simple form
for the diffusivity was chosen
D = a +be, (169)
where a and b are constants. As with the constant diffusivity case above, the
data which were regressed were numerically simulated. The parameters chosen to
obtain these simulated data were a = 1 x 10-9 and b = 1.3 X 10-7 . The change in
penetrant concentration, C, was from 0 to 0.1. In Program 5, an initial guess of
a = 3 X 10-9 and b = 2.6 X 10-7 was chosen. Program 5 returned a reasonable fit
to the numerical data, but did not return the original values of the parameters a
and b. Program 5 returned a = 3.5 x 10-9 and b = 9.0 X 10-8 . Figure 40 shows
the simulated data along with the mass uptake ratios with the the parameters a
and b as initially guessed, as well as the regression to the simulated data.
Program 5 was then used to regress experimentally obtained sorption data.
The data used was for toluene diffusing into neat PVAC at 60 ac. For the regres-
sion of the experimental sorption data, the free-volume constitutive equation for
diffusivity was used. Vrentas and Dudas' free-volume equation was chosen since
they have many studies in this area,
(170)
(171)
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Figure 38. Comparison of Simulated Sorption Data with Constant Diffusivity,
D = 1 X 10-8 , to Mass Uptake Ratios with the Diffusivity Changed
to D = 5 X 10-8 .
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Figure 39. Regression of Simulated Sorption Data with Constant Diffusivity,
D = 1 X 10-8 .
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Figure 40. Regression of Simulated Sorption Data with a Simple Concentration
Dependent Diffusivity, D = a + be.
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--VFH K u K 12
- = wl-(K21 + T - Tg1 ) +w2-(K22 +T - Tg2 ). (172)
" ,
The free volume parameters Kn/" J(21 - Tgll K12!" K 22 - Tg2 , V't, V2*, and
X were as given in Chapter V. Program 5 fit the experimental sorption data by
adjusting the parameters DOl and ( in the free-volume equation 170. Figure 41
shows the resulting fit to the experimental sorption data. The numerical sorption
curve does not compare well with the experimentally obtained sorption data. A
possible explanation is that the free-volume equation does not sufficiently describe
penetrant diffusion in polymers.
Comparisons were made of the diffusivities obtained with equation 170
using free-volume parameters correlated with Program 5, as given in Table XV l
and plotted in Figure 41 with diffusivities obtained by a moment method analysis
on the experimentally obtained sorption curves. Figure 42 shows this comparison.
The experimentally obtained diffusipn coefficients do not compare well with those
calculated by equation 170. The calculated values are consistently higher than the
experimental data.
Free-volume parameters obtained by fitting equation 170 to the experi-
mental diffusion coefficient data were used in the Program 5 to obtain a numeri-
cal sorption curve. Comparisons were made of the numerically obtained sorption
curve with experimentally obtained sorption data. Figure 43 shows this compar-
ison. The experimentally obtained sorption data do not compare well with the
numerical sorption curve. Table XV shows the free-volume parameters for neat
PVAC-toluene at 60 °C obtained from both a regression of sorption data and a
regression of diffusivity data.
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Figure 41. Regression of Experimental Sorption Data for Neat PVAC-Toluene at
60°C Using a Free-Volume Theory Constitutive Equation.
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Figure 42. Comparison of Experimental Diffusion Coefficients with a Diffusion
Coefficient Curve Calculated from the Free-Volume Equation for
Neat PVAC at 60 °C.
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TABLE XV
FREE-VOLUME EQUATION PARAMETERS
FOR PVAC-TOLUENE AT 60°C
Parameter From Sorption Data Regressions From Diffusivity Regressions
Kll/,
KId,
K 2I - Tg1
If.22 - Tg2
lI,"~l
V"2
X
DOl
(
1.57xlO-3 cm3 /g K
4.33xlO- 4 cm3 /g K
-90.5 K
-256 K
0.917 cm3/g
0.728 cm3/g
0.42
5.00 x 10- 5 cm2Is
0.55
1.57 X 10-3 cm3Ig K
4.33 X 10-4 cm3Ig K
-90.5 K
-256 K
0.917 cm3 /g
0.728cm3 /g
0.42
5.48xlO- 5 cm2/s
0.63
APPENDIX E
Computer Programs
The computer programs that were written to simulate and regress sorption data
are presented in this Appendix.
Program 1
The first program shown below was written to test the results of another
program, Program 3. This program calculates the analytical solution of a diffusion
equation with constant D, and gives concentration as a function of time and distance
into the polymer film. The equation used in the program is taken from Crank [1956].
C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE ANALYTICAL SOLUTION OF A
C DIFFUSION EQUATION WITH CONSTANT D. EQUATION TAKEN
C FROM CRANK, 1ST EDITION. EQ. 4.17
C
INTEGER 1,K.,J,NX
REAL*8 L,D,PI,sUM,T;X,VAL,Y(8),M,N,R,NXR
NX=8
L=l.
D=l.
PI=3.141592654
DO 10 J=I,10
M=J
T=(M/IO)**2
D020K=l,NX
SUM=O.
R=K
NXR=NX
X=1.-(R-1.)/(NXR-1.)
PRlNT*,X
DO 30 1=0,100
N=I
VAL=«-1)**N/(2.*N+1.))*DEXP(-D*(2.*N+1.)**2
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& *PI**2*T/(4.*L**2.»
& *COS«2.*N+1.)*PI*X!(2.*L»
SUM=SUM+VAL
30 CONTINUE
Y(K)=1-(4./PI)*SUM
20 CONTINUE
C Print results
OPEN(l, FILE='CRANK.DAT',
STATUS='OLD',ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL')
WRITE (l,'(/A,F4.2)')' Solution at T =', T
WRITE (l,lOO)(Y(I),I=l,NX)
100 FORMAT(lX,8FI0.4)
10 CONTINUE
END
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Program 2
This program was used to test the results of Program 4. This program solves
for the mass uptake ratio M/M.x, as a function of time using an analytical solution for
a finite slab and constant D. The equation used in this program was taken from Crank
[1956].
C TIJIS PROGRAM SOLVES FOR M/M(inf) AS A FUNCTION OF TIME
C USING AN ANALYTICAL SOLUTION FOR A FINITE SLAB.
C SOLUTION TAKEN FROM CRANK, 1ST EDITION.
C
C
INTEGER
REAL
INTRINSIC
REAL
I, J, NSTEP, NANAL
PI, L, D, S, TEND, TIME, SUM, VAL, RESULT
FLOAT
FLOAT
C
C
C
OPEN(9, FILE='ANAL.DAT')
WRITE (9,*) , TIME
PI = 3.141592654
L=O.000273466
D=O.OOOOOOO1
S=3.S
NANAL=500
MJM(INF) VAL'
NSTEP = 100
J=O
20 CONTINUE
J=J+l
TEND = FLOAT(J)/FLOAT(NSTEP)
C
TEND = TEND**2
C
TIME = (S*L*L*TEND)/D
C
SUM = 0.0
DO 10 I::: 0, NANAL
VAL ::: (8/«(2*1+1)**2)*PI**2»*
& EXP«-D*«2*I+1)**2)*(pI**2)*TIME)/(4*(L**2»)
SUM ::: SUM + VAL
10 CONTINUE
C
cc
RESULT = 1 - SUM
IF (J .LE. NSTEP) THEN
WRITE (9,*) TIME, RESULT, VAL
GO TO 20
END IF
CLOSE (9)
END
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Program 3
This program solves a one dimensional diffusion equation for non-
dimensional concentration of solvent in a polymer film as a function of non-
dimensional distance, X, through the polymer film, and non-dimensional time, T.
The PDE solver, MOLCH, was taken from Microsoft Fortran Powerstation MSIMSL
Library, and modified for the case of solvent diffusing into a polymer film. The
program uses the method of lines to solve a system ofpartial differential equations of
the form ut=f(x, t, u, ux, uxx). XBREAK is an array of length NX containing the
break points and should be set in the parameter statement.
C THIS PROGRAM SOLVES A ONE DIMENSIONAL DIFFUSION
C EQUATION FOR NON-DIMENSIONAL CONCENTRATION AS A
C FUNCTION OF X AND T FOR SOLVENT DIFFUSING INTO
C POLYMER. XBREAK IS AN ARRAY OF LENGTH NX CONTAINING
C THE BREAK POINTS FOR SOLVING THE PDE. NX IS TIlE NUMBER
C OF MESH POINTS AND SHOULD BE SET IN THE PARAMETER
C STATEMENT. THEPDESOLVERISTAKENFROMTHE
C MICROSOFT FORTRAN POWERSTATION MSIMSL LIBRARY
C (MOLCH)
C
C SPECIFICATIONS FOR LOCAL VARIABLES
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
USE MSIMSL
INTEGER LDY, NPDES, NX
PARAMETER (NPDES=I, NX=8, LDY=NPDES)
SPECIFICATrONS FOR LOCAL VARIABLES
INTEGER 1, IDO, J, NOUT, NSTEP
REAL HINIT, T, TEND, TOL, XBREAK(NX), Y(LDY,NX)
CHARACTER TITLE*19
SPECIFICATIONS FOR INTRINSICS
INTRINSIC FLOAT
REAL FLOAT
C
C SPECIFICATIONS FOR SUBROlITINES
C
C EXTERNAL MOLCH, UMACH, WRRRN
C
C
C
SPECIFICATIONS FOR FUNCTIONS
EXTERNAL FCNBC,FCNUT
REAL FCNBC, FCNUf
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C
C Set breakpoints and initial
C conditions
C
UO=O.O
DO 10 1=1, NX
XBREAKO) = FLOAT(I-1)/(NX-1)
Y(l,l) =UO
10 CONTINUE
C
C Set parameters for MOLCR
C
TOL = SQRT(AMACR(4»
HOOT = 0.01*TOL
T =0.0
IDa = 1
NSTEP = 10
CALL UMACH (2, NOUT)
J=O
20 CONTINUE
J =J+1
TEND = FLOAT(J)/FLOAT(NSTEP)
C
C This puts more output for small
C t values where action is fastest.
C
TEND =TEND**2
C
C
C
Solve the problem
CALL MOLCR (lDO, FCNDT, FCNBC, NPDES, T, TEND, NX, XBREAK,
& TaL, HINIT, Y, LDY)
IF (J .LE. NSTEP) THEN
C
C Print results
C
OPEN(l, FILE='MOLCH.DAT',STATUS='OLD',ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL')
WRITE (1,'(/A,F4.2)')' Solution at T =', T
WRITE (l,lOO)(Y(1,I),I=l,NX)
100 FORMAT(lX,8FI0.4)
C CALL WRRRN (TITLE, NPDES, NX, Y, LDY, 0)
C
C Final call to release workspace
C
IF (J .EQ. NSTEP) IDO = 3
GO TO 20
END IF
END
C
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C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
SUBROUTINE FCNUT (NPDES, X, T, U, UX, UXX, lIT)
SPECIFICATIONS FOR ARGUMENTS
INTEGER NPDES
REAL X, T, D(*), UX(*), UXX(*), UT(*)
Define the PDE
B=l
UT(l) =EXP(B*D(l»*UXX(1)+B*EXP(B*U(1»*UX(l)*UX(1)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE FCNBC (NPDES, X, T, ALPHA, BETA, GAMP)
SPECIFICATIONS FOR ARGUMENTS
INTEGER NPDES
REAL X, T, ALPHA(*), BETA(*), GAMP(*)
SPECIFICATIONS FOR PARAMETERS
REAL TDELTA, VO, U1
PARAMETER (TDELTA=O.OOOOl, UO=O.O, U1=1.0)
SPECIFICATIONS FOR LOCAL VARIABLES
INTEGER IWK(2), NDATA
REAL DFDATA(2), FDATA(2), XDATA(2)
SPECIFICATIONS FOR SAVE VARIABLES
REAL BREAK(2), CSCOEF(4,2)
LOGICAL FIRST
SAVE BREAK, CSCOEF, FIRST
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
SPECIFICATIONS FOR SUBROUTINES
EXTERNAL C2HER, WRRRN
SPECIFICATIONS FOR FUNCTIONS
EXTERNAL CSDER
REAL CSDER
DATA FIRST/.TRUE.!
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IF (FIRST) GO TO 20
10 CONTINUE
C
C Define the boundary conditions
C
.IF (X .EQ. 0.0) THEN
C These are for x=O.
ALPHA(l) = 1.0
BETA(I) = 0.0
GAMP(l) = 0.0
C If in the boundary layer,
C compute nonzero gamma prime.
IF (T .LE. TDELTA) GAMP(l) = CSDER(I,T,l,BREAK,CSCOEF)
ELSE
C These are for x=1.
ALPHA(l) =0.0
BETA(l) = 1.0
GAMP(l) = 0.0
END IF
RETURN
20 CONTINUE
C
C Compute the boundary layer data.
C
NDATA =2
XDATA(l) = 0.0
XDATA(2) = TDELTA
FDATA(l) = UO
FDATA(2) =Ul
DFDATA(l) = 0.0
DFDATA(2) = 0.0
C Do Hermite cubic interpolation.
CALL C2HER (NDATA, XDATA, FDATA, DFDATA, BREAK, CSCOEF,
&IWK)
FIRST = .FALSE.
GO TO 10
END
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Prolaam4
This program solves a one dimensional diffusion equation for non-
dimensional concentration as a function of X and T for solvent diffusing into a
polymer film, then for each time step, MrlM.. is solved by integrating over X from 0
to 1. The integration program, QDAG. was taken from the Microsoft Fortran
Powerstation MSIMSL Library, and combined with Program 3 to solve for MTfM...
The integration program, QDAG, integrates a function using a globally adaptive
scheme based on Gauss-Kronrod rules. XBREAK is an array of length NX
containing the break points for solving the PDE. NX is the number of mesh points
and should be set in the parameter statements of both the main program and the
subroutine FVALUES.
C THIS PROGRAM SOLVES A ONE DIMENSIONAL DIFFUSION
C EQUATION FOR NON-DIMENSIONAL CONCENTRATION AS A
C FUNCTION OF X AND T FOR SOLVENT DIFFUSING INTO POLYMER.
C THEN FOR EACH TIME STEP, M(T)IM(inf) IS SOLVED FOR BY
C INTEGRATING OVER X FROM 0 TO 1. XBREAK IS AN ARRAY OF
C LENGTH NX CONTAINING THE BREAK POINTS FOR SOLVING THE
C PDE. NX IS THE NillvfBER OF :MESH POINTS AND SHOULD BE SET C
IN THE PARAMETER STATEMENTS OF BOTH THE MAIN PROGRAM
C AND THE SUBROUTINE FVALUES. THE PDE SOLVER IS TAKEN
C FROM MSIMSL (MOLCH), AS WELL AS THE INTEGRATION
C ROUTINE (QDAG)
C
C SPECIFICATIONS FOR LOCAL VARIABLES
C
USE MSIMSL
INTEGER LDY, NPDES, NX
PARAMETER (NPDES=l, NX=lOl, LDY=NPDES)
C
C
C
C
C
C
INTEGER
REAL
REAL
SPECIFICATIONS FOR LOCAL VARIABLES
I, IDa, J, NOUT,NSTEP
HINIT, T, TEND, TaL, XBREAK(NX), Y(LDY,NX)
RESULT,ERREST,SC,L,T~
SPECIFICATIONS FOR INTRINSICS
INTRINSIC FLOAT
C
C
C
REAL FLOAT
SPECIFICAnONS FOR FUNCTIONS
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EXTERNAL FCNBC, FCNUT
REAL FCNBC, FeNDT
C
C COM:MON VARIABLES AND PARAMETERS
C
COMMON XBRE~Y
C
COWviON /SC/ SC
OPEN(2, FILE='DIFFPROG.DAT')
OPEN(l, FILE='QDAG.DAT')
OPEN(9, FILE='THEORY2.DAT')
C
C Set breakpoints and initial
C conditions
C
UO=O.O
DO 10 1=1, NX
XBREAK(I) =FLOAT(I-l)/(NX-l)
Y(I,I) = DO
10 CONTINUE
C
C Set parameters for MOLCR
C
TOL = SQRT(AMACH(4»
HINIT = 0.01 *TOL
T =0.0
IDO = 1
NSTEP = 100
CALL UMACH (2, NOVT)
J=O
20 CONTINUE
J =J+l
TEND = FLOAT(J)/FLOAT(NSTEP)
c
C This puts more output for small
C t values where action is fastest.
C
TEND = TEND**2
C
C
C
Solve the problem
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.CALL MOLCH (IDO, FCNUT, FCNBC, NPDES, T, TEND, NX, XBREAK.,
&TOL,~.Y,LDY)
IF (J .LE. NSTEP) THEN
C
C Write results
C
C COMMENT WRITE STATEMENTS FOR WRITING SOLUTION OF THE
C DIFFERENTIAL EQ.IF THE MATRIX IS TOO BIG!!
C
C
C WRITING SOLUTION OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
C FOR ONE TIME AT A TI1'AE!!
C
C WRITE (2,'(/A,F4.2/)') ' Solution at T =', T
C WRITE (2,200)(Y(1,I),I=1,NX)
C 200 FORMAT(lX,8FlO.4,/)
C
C CALL INTEGRATION SUBROUTINE TO INTEGRATE
C OVER X FOR A SINGLE TIME!!
C
CALL INTPROG (RESULT, ERREST)
C
C WRITING SOLUTION TO INTEGRATION
C
WRITE (1,100) TEND, RESULT, ERREST
100 FORMAT (' T =', F8.6, 13X, 'M(T)IM(inf) =', F14.9,
& Error estimate =', lPE10.3)
C
c CALCULATET~
C
C
C
C
C
C
L=0.000273466
D0=5.481ge-5
TIME=(SC*L*L*TEND)/DO
WRITING TIME AND M(t)lM(ini) TO THEORY.DAT
WRITE(9.*) TIME, RESULT
Final call to release workspace
IF (J .EQ. NSTEP) IDO = 3
GO TO 20
END IF
CLOSE (2)
CLOSE (1)
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END
c
C*******************************************************************
C
c
C
C
SUBROUTINE FCNDT (NPDES, X, T~ D, UX, UXX, UT)
SPECIFICATIONS FOR ARGUMENTS
INTEGER NPDES
REAL X, T, U(*), UX(*), UXX(*), UT(*)
REAL TEMP, WNOT, WONE, ZI, KI, KONEGAMMA
REAL KTWOGAMMA, KTONE, KTTWO, VONESTAR
REAL VTWOSTAR
REAL VONENOT, VTWONOT, BC, CC, DC, EC, FP, GP .
REAL HC, IC, JP, KP, LP,"MP, NP, SC
COMMON /SC/ SC
C
C Defme the PDE
C FREE VOLUME PARAMETERS FOR PVAC-TOLUENE AT 60C
C
SC=1000000.
TEMP=333.15
WNOT=0.012084786
WONE=O.O
ZI=O.6253
KI=O.4249
KONEGAMMA=0.OO157
KTWOGAMMA=0.000433
KTONE=-90.5
KTTW0=-256.
VONESTAR=0.917
VTWOSTAR=O.728
VONENOT=1.205
VTWONOT=0.847
BC=VONESTAR
CC=ZI*VTWOSTAR
DC=KONEGAMMA*(KTONE+TEMP)
EC=KTWOGAM1\1A*(KTTWO+TEMP)
HC=VONENOT
IC=VTWONOT
JP=«(WNOT-WONE)*U(l)+WONE)
PHI=HC*JP/(HC*JP+IC*(1-JP»
FP=(l-PHI)*(l-PHI)
GP=1-2*K1*PHI
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KP=EXP(-(BC*JP+CC*(1-JP»/(DC*JP+EC*(l-JP»)
LP=IC*HC*(WNOT-WONE)/«HC*JP+IC*(1-JP»*(HC*JP+IC*(I-JP»)
MP=(l-«HC*JP)/(HC*JP+IC*(l-JP»»
NP=(BC*EC-CC*DC)*(WNOT-WONE)/«(DC*JP+EC*(I-
&JP»*(DC*JP+EC*(I-JP»)
UT(I) = SC*KP*FP*GP*UXX(1)-SC*(2*KP*FP*KI*LP+
&2*KP*GP*:MP*LP+FP*GP*KP*NP)*UX(I)*UX(l)
RETURN
END
C
C***********************************************************••******
C
SUBROUTINE FCNBC (NPDES, X, T, ALPHA, BETA, GAMP)
C
C SPECIFICATIONS FOR ARGUMENTS
C
INTEGER NPDES
REAL X, T, ALPHA(*), BETA(*), GAMP(*)
c
C
C
C
C
C
SPECIFICATIONS FOR PARAMETERS
REAL TDELTA, UO, UI
PARAMETER (TDELTA=O.OOOOl, UO=O.O, UI=1.0)
SPECIFICATIONS FOR LOCAL VARIABLES
C
C
C
C
C
C
INTEGER
REAL
REAL
LOGICAL
SAVE
1WK(2), NDATA
DFDATA(2), FDATA(2), XDATA(2)
SPECIFICATIONS FOR SAVE VARIABLES
BREAK(2), CSCOEF(4,2)
FIRST
BREAK, CSCOEF, FIRST
SPECIFICATIONS FOR SUBROUTINES
C
C
C
C
EXTERNAL C2HER, WRRRN
SPECIFICATIONS FOR FUNCTIONS
EXTERN.AL CSDER
REAL CSDER
DATA FIRST/.TRUE.!
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C
IF (FIRST) GO TO 30
40 CONTINUE
C
C Define th.e boundary conditions
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
IF (X .EQ. 0.0) THEN
These are for x=O.
ALPHA(l) = 1.0
BETA(1) = 0.0
GAMP(1) =0.0
If in the boundary layer,
compute nonzero gamma prime.
IF (T .LE. TDELTA) GAMP(l) = CSDER(I,T,I,BREAK,CSCOEF)
ELSE
C
C These are for x=1.
C
ALPHA(I) = 0.0
BETA(1) = 1.0
GAMP(1) = 0.0
END IF
RETURN
30 CONTINUE
C
C Compute the boundary layer data.
C
NDATA =2
XDATA(I) = 0.0
XDATA(2) =TDELTA
FDATA(I) =VO
FDATA(2) = VI
DFDATA(I) = 0.0
DFDATA(2) = 0.0
C
C
C
Do Hennite cubic interpolation.
CALL C2HER (NDATA, XDATA, FDATA, DFDATA, BREAK, CSCOEF,
&IWK)
FIRST = .FALSE.
GO TO 40
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END
C
C************************·*******************··*·*·*******.*••******
C
SUBROUTINE INTPROG (RESULT, ERREST)
USE MS~SL
INTEGER !RULE
REAL A,B,E~S,ERREST,ERRREL
& F,RESULT
EXTERNAL F
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
Get output unit number
CALL UMACH (2, NOUT)
Set limits of integration
A=O.O
B = 1.0
Set error tolerances
ERRABS=O.O
ERRREL = 0.001
Parameter for non-oscillatory
function
IRULE=2
CALL QDAG (F, A, B, ERRABS, ERRREL, IRULE, RESULT, ERREST)
RETURN
END
C*******************************************************************
C
REAL FUNCTION F (X)
REAL X
CALL FVALUES (F, X)
RETURN
END
C
C*******************************************************************
C
SUBROUTINE FVALUES (CP,XP)
INTEGER NX, LDY
PARAMETER (NPDES=l, NX=lO1, LDY=NPDES)
REAL XBREAK(NX), Y(LDY,NX), CP, XP
COMMON XBREAK, Y
C
C DO LINEAR INTERPOLATION ON ARRAY XBREAK
C TO FIND FUNCTION.
C
DO 50 K=l,NX
IF (XP .EQ. XBREAK(K)) THEN
CP =Y(LDY,K)
ELSEIF (XP .GT. XBREAK(K.» THEN
IF (XP .LT. XBREAK(K+l» THEN
CP = «XP-XBREAK(K»/(XBREAK(K+l)-
&XBREAK(K»)*(Y(LDY,K+l)-Y(LDY,K»+Y(LDY,K)
ENDIF
ENDIF
50 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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ProiTam 5
This program solves a one dimensional diffusion equation for non-
dimensional concentration as a function of X ant T for solvent diffusing into a
polymer film. For each time step, MTIM... is solved for by integrating over X from 0
to 1, then dimensionalized to give M/M." vs. t. Parameters in a constitutive equation
for D in the PDE are determined by a non-linear regression of experimental sorption
data. The non-linear regression program, RNLIN, was taken from Microsoft Fortran
Powerstation MSIMSL Library, and combined with Program 4. The experimental
data is read from a file. XBREAK is an array of length NX containing the break
points and should be set in the parameter statements of the subroutine DIFFPROG
and the subroutine FVALUES. NPARM is the number of parameters and should be
set in the parameter statements of the main program. The number of points in the
theoretical sorption curve can be set by setting the number of time steps (NSTEP) in
the parameter statement of the subroutine DIFFPROG. Initial guesses of the
parameters are to be input by the user in the main program.
C THIS PROGRAM SOLVES A ONE DThffiNSIONAL DIFFUSION
C EQUATION FOR NON-DIM:ENSIONAL CONCENTRATION AS A
C FUNCTION OF X AND T FOR SOLVENT DIFFUSING INTO POLYMER.
C THE CONSTITUTNE EQUATION USED IN THE DIFFUSION PDE IS
C THE FREE VOLUME EQUATION. FOR EACH TIME STEP, M(T)IM(inf)
C IS SOLVED FOR BY INTEGRATING OVER X FROM 0 TO 1. XBREAK
C IS AN ARRAY OF LENGTH NX CONTAJNING THE BREAK POINTS
C FOR SOLVING THE PDE. NX IS THE NUMBER OF MESH POINTS
C AND SHOULD BE SET IN THE PARAMETER STATEMENTS OF THE
C SUBROUTINE DIFFPROG AND THE SUBROUTINE FVALUES. A
C SORPTION CURVE OF M(t)lM(inf) VS t IS OBTAINED AND THE FREE
C VOLUME PARAMETERS DO AND ZI ARE REGRESSED BY
C COMPARING TIlE THEORETICAL SORPTION CURVE TO ACTUAL
C DATA. NPARMIS THE NUMBER OF PARAMETERS AND SHOULD
C BE SET IN THE PARAMETER STATEMENTS OF THE MAIN
C PROGRAM. THE NUMBER OF POINTS IN THE THEORETICAL
C SORPTION CURVE CAN BE SET BY SETTING THE NUMBER OF
C TIME STEPS (NSTEP) IN THE PARAMETER STATEMENT OF THE
C SUBROUTINE DIFFPROG. INITIAL GUESSES OF THE FREE VOLUME
C PARAMETERS ARE TO BE INPUT BY THE USER IN THE MAIN
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C . PROGRAM. THE PDE SOLVER IS TAKEN FROM MSIMSL (MOLeH),
C AS WELL AS THE INTEGRAnON ROUTINE (QDAG) AND THE
C REGRESSION ROUTINE (RNLIN).
USE MSIMSL
INTEGER LDR, NaBS, NPARM, WKPARM
PARAMETER (NPARM=4, LDR=NPARM, WKPARM=11*NPARM+4)
C
C
INTEGER
REAL
REAL
REAL
LOGICAL
EXTERNAL
IDERIV, IRANK, IPARAM(6), IWK(NPARM)
DFE, R(LDR,NPARM), SSE, THETA(NPARM)
RPARAM(7), SCALE(NPARM), WK(WKPARM)
TIM, RES
WRTH
EXAMPL
C
CO:M:MON lINTN NaBS
WRTH= .FALSE.
C
C FREE VOLUME UNKNOWN PARAMETERS; DO,ZI,KONEGAMMA,KI
THETA(1)=4.306623e-5
THETA(2)=O.5951618
THETA(3)=1.57e-3
THETA(4)=0.4249
C
OPEN (1, FILE='QDAG.DAT')
OPEN (2, FILE='DIFFPROG.DAT')
OPEN (8, FILE='RLINTEST.DAT')
OPEN (9, FILE='THEORY.DAT')
OPEN (11,FILE='SCRATCH.DAT')
OPEN (12,FILE='DATA.DAT')
C
C FIND OUT HOW MANY OBSERVABLES (NOBS) ARE IN THE
C DATA.DAT FILE
REWIND (12)
NOBS=O
14 READ(12,*,END=16)
NOBS=NOBS+1
GOT014
16 CONTINUE
REWIND (12)
C
IDERIV=O
CALL R8LIN (IPARAM, RPARAM)
IPARAM(5) = 10000
RPARAM(l) = 0.0
RPARAM(2) = 1.0E-10
RPARAM(3) =0.0
RPARAM(4) =0.0
IPARAM(6) =0
RPARAM(5) = 0.0
SCALE(1) = 1.0/ABS(THETA(1»
SCALE(2) = 1.0/ABS(THETA(2»
SCALE(3) = 1.0/ABS(THETA(3»
SCALE(4) = 1.0/ABS(THETA(4»
CALL R2LIN (EXAMPL, NPARM, IDERN, THETA, R, LDR, IRANK,
&DFE, SSE, IPARAM, RPARAM, SCALE, IWK., WK.)
WRITE (8,*) 'THETA = " THETA
WRITE (8,*) 'IRANK = " !RANK, I DFE =" DFE
WRITE (8,*)' SSE = " SSE
C
DO 500 J=1,NPARM
WRITE (8,*)
WRITE (8,*) R(J,1),R(J,2),R(J,3),R(J,4)
500 CONTINUE
WRITE (8,*) 'OOT = " IPARAM(1),' NDIGIT =" IPARAM(2),
& ' ITER=',IPARAM(3)
WRITE (8,*) 'NFCN =" IPARAM(4),' NJAC = " IPARAM(5),
& ' MODE =" IPARAM(6)
WRITE (8,*) 'FJACTL = " RPARAM(1),' STEPTL = " RPARAM(2),
& ' RFTOL = " RPARAM(3),' AFTOL = I, RPARAM(4)
WRITE (8,*) 'FALSTL =" RPARAM(5),' STEPMX = " RPARAM(6),
& ' DELTA = " RPARAM(7)
DO 550 M=1,NPARM
WRITE (8,*)
WRITE (8,*) 'SCALE(',M,') =', SCALE(M)
550 CONTINUE
DO 600 I=1,NPARM
WRITE (8,*)
WRITE (8,*) 'IWK(',I,') =', IWK(I)
600 CONTINUE
DO 700 K=1,WKPARM
WRITE (8,*)
WRITE (8,*) 'WK(',K,') =', WK(K)
700 CONTINUE
C
REWIND(9)
TIM = 0.0
RES =0.0
WRITE (9,*) TIM, RES
WRTH = .TRUE.
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C
REWIND (12)
17 READ(12,*,END=18) XDATA, YDATA
GOTOl7
18 CONTINUE
REWIND (12)
C
CALL DIFFPROG (NPARM, THETA, XDATA, YTHEORY, WRTH)
C
CLOSE (1)
CLOSE (2)
CLOSE (8)
CLOSE (9)
CLOSE (12)
C
END
C
C **************************************************************
C
SUBROUTINE EXAMPL (NPARM, THETA, IOPT, lOBS, FRQ, WT, E,
&DE, lEND)
INTEGER NPARM, IOPT, lOBS, lEND, NOBS, nOBS
REAL THETA(NPARM), FRQ, WT, E, DE(l)
C
REAL XDATA, YDATA, YfHEORY
LOGICAL WRTH
C
COMMON IINTNNOBS
C
WRTH = .FALSE.
C
IF (lOBS .NE. nOBS) THEN
BACKSPACE (12)
ENDIF
IF (lOBS .LE. NOBS) THEN
READ (12,*) XDATA, YDATA
PR1NT*, 'RUN IN PROGRESS: ','DATA#:',IOBS,
& ' TOTALDATA:',NOBS
nOBS=IOBS+1
WT = 1.0EO
FRQ = 1.0EO
lEND =0
C
IF (XDATA .NE. 0.) THEN
CALL DIFFPROG (NPARM, THETA, XDATA, YTHEORY,
&
ELSE
YTHEORY = 0.0
ENDIF
E = YDATA - YTHEORY
ELSE
IEND= 1
REWIND (12)
END IF
RETURN
END
WRTH)
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C
C *****************************************************************
C
C SPECIFICATIONS FOR LOCAL VARIABLES
C
C
C
C
SUBROUTINE DIFFPROG (NPARM, THETA, XDATA, RESULT, WRTH)
INTEGER LDY, NPDES, NX, NPARM
PARAMETER (NPDES=l, NX=lOl, LDY=NPDES)
SPECIFICATIONS FOR LOCAL VARIABLES
C
C
C
INTEGER
REAL
REAL
REAL
LOGICAL
I, IDO, J, NOUT, NSTEP
HlNIT, T, TEND, TOL, XBREAK(NX), Y(LDY,NX)
RESULT, ERREST, THETA(NPARM), L, DO, ZI, TIME, SC
XDATA,KONEG~,~
WRTH
SPECIFICATIONS FOR INTRINSICS
C
C
C
C
C
C
INTRINSIC FLOAT
REAL FLOAT
SPECIFICATIONS FOR FUNCTIONS
EXTERNAL FCNBC, FCNUT
REAL FCNBC,FCNUT
COMMON VARlABLES AND PARAMETERS
COMMON/ARRAIXBREAK, Y
COMMON N ARAI L, SC, ZI, KONEGAMMA, KI
C
C FREE VOLUME UNKNOWN PARAMETERS
DO=THETA(l)
ZI=THETA(2)
KONEGAMMA=THETA(3)
KI=THETA(4)
SC=500000.0000
L=O.000273466
IF (WRTH) THEN
SC = (DO*XDATA)/(L*L)
WRITE(ll,*) 'SC= " SC,' XDATA= ',XDATA
ENDIF
c
C
C Set breakpoints and initial
C conditions
C
VO =0.0
DO 10 1=1, NX
XBREAK(I) = FLOAT(I-l)/(NX-1)
YO,I) =DO
10 CONTINUE
C
C Set parameters for MOLCR
C
TOL = SQRT(AMACH(4»
lllNIT = 0.01*TOL
T =0.0
IDO = 1
CALL UMACH (2, NOUT)
1=0
20 CONTINUE
J =1+1
C
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C
C
C
C
C
C
IF (WRTH) THEN
NSTEP = 100
TEND = FLOAT(J)/FLOAT(NSTEP)
This puts more output for small
t values where action is fastest.
TEND =TEND**2
ELSE
NSTEP= 1
TEND = (DO*XDATA)/(SC*L*L)
ENDIF
Solve the problem
CC
C
C
C
C
C
C
CALL MOLCH (IDO, FCNUT, FCNBC, NPDES, T, TEND, NX, XBREAK.,
&TOL, HINIT, Y, LDY)
IF (J .LE. NSTEP) THEN
CALL INTEGRATION SUBROUTINE TO INTEGRATE
OVER X FOR A SINGLE TIME!!
CALL INTPROG (RESULT, ERREST)
CALCULATE TIME
TIME=(SC*L*L*TEND)/DO
C
C WRITING TIME AND M(t)IM(inf) TO THEORY.OAT
C
C
C
C
C
WRITE(9,*) TIME, RESULT
Final call to release workspace
IF (J .EQ. NSTEP) IDO = 3
GO TO 20
END IF
REWIND (1)
REWIND (9)
RETURN
END
C*****************************************************************
C
C
C
C
SUBROUTINE FCNUT (NPDES, X, T, D, UX, UXX, UT)
SPECIFICATIONS FOR ARGUMENTS
C
INTEGER
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
NPDES
X, T, U(*), UX(*), UXX(*), UT(*)
TEMP, WNOT, WaNE, ZI, KI, KONEGAMMA
KTWOGAMMA, KTONE, KITWO
VONESTAR, VTWOSTAR
VONENOT, VTWONOT, BC, CC, DC, EC, FP, GP
HC, IC, JP, KP, LP, MP, NP, SC, L
C
C
COMMON N ARAJ L, SC, ZI, KONEGAMMA, KI
Define the PDE
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C FREE YOLUME PARAMETERS FOR PYAC-TOLUENE AT 60C
C
TEMP=333.15
WNOT=O.012084786
WONE=O.O
C KI=O.4249
C KONEGAMMA=I.5700e-3
KTWOGAMMA=4.3300e-4
KTONE=-90.5
KTTW0=-256.
YONESTAR=O.917
YTWOSTAR=O.728
YONENOT=1.205
YTWONOT=O.847
BC=YONESTAR
CC=ZI*YTWOSTAR
DC=KONEGAMMA*(KTONE+TEMP)
EC=KTWOGAMMA*(KTTWO+TEMP)
HC=YONENOT
IC=YTWONOT
JP=«WNOT-WONE)*U(1)+WONE)
PID=HC*JP/(HC*JP+IC*(l-JP»
FP=(l-PHI)*(l-PHI)
GP=l-2*KI*PID
KP=EXP(-(BC*JP+CC*(l-JP»/(DC*JP+EC*(l-JP»)
LP=IC*HC*(WNOT-WONE)/«(HC*JP+IC*(l-JP»*(HC*JP+IC*(l-JP»)
MP=(l-«HC*JP)/(HC*JP+IC*(l-JP»»
NP=(BC*EC-CC*DC)*(WNOT-WONE)/«DC*JP+EC*(I-
&JP»*(DC*JP+EC*(l-JP»)
UT(l) = SC*KP*FP*GP*UXX(l)-SC*(2*KP*FP*KI*LP+
&2*KP*GP*MP*LP+FP*GP*KP*NP)*UX(l )*UX( l)
RETURN
END
C
C*******************************************************************
C
SUBROlITINE FCNBC (NPDES, X, T, ALPHA, BETA, GAMP)
C
C SPECIFICATIONS FOR ARGUMENTS
C
INTEGER NPDES
REAL X, T, ALPHA(*), BETA(*), GAMP(*)
C
C SPECIFICATIONS FOR PARAMETERS
C
C
C
C
.REAL TDELTA, VO, VI
PARAMETER (TDELTA=O.OOOOl, VO=O.O, Vl=1.0)
SPECIFICATIONS FOR LOCAL VARIABLES
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C
C
C
C
C
C
INTEGER
REAL
REAL
LOGICAL
SAVE
IWK(2), NDATA
DFDATA(2), FDATA(2), XDATA(2)
SPECIFICATIONS FOR SAVE VARIABLES
BREAK(2), CSCOEF(4,2)
FIRST .
BRE~ CSCOEF, FIRST
SPECIFICAnONS FOR SUBROUTINES
C
C
C
C
C
EXTERNAL C2HER, WRRRN
SPECIFICATIONS FOR FUNCTIONS
EXTERNAL CSDER
REAL CSDER
DATA FIRST/.TRUE.!
IF (FIRST) GO TO 30
40 CONTINUE
C
C
C Define the boundary conditions
C
IF (X .EQ. 0.0) THEN
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
These are for x=O.]
ALPHA(l) = 1.0
BETA(I) = 0.0
GAMP(l) = 0.0
Ifin the boWldary layer,
compute nonzero gamma prime.
IF (T .LE. TDELTA) GAMP(I) = CSDER(l,T,l,BRE~CSCOEF)
ELSE
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C These are for x=1.
C
ALPHA(1) = 0.0
BETA(l) = 1.0
GAMP(I) = 0.0
END IF
RETURN
30 CONTINUE
C
C Compute the boundary layer data.
C
C
C
C
NDATA =2
XDATA(l) = 0.0
XDATA(2) =TDELTA
FDATA(l) =UO
FDATA(2) = Ul
DFDATA(l) =0.0
DFDATA(2) = 0.0
Do Hermite cubic interpolation.
CALL C2HER (NDATA, XDATA, FDATA, DFDATA, BREAK, CSCOEF,
& IWK)
FIRST = .FALSE.
GO TO 40
END
C
C*******************************************************************
C
SUBROUTINE INTPROG (RESULT, ERREST)
USE MS~SL
INTEGER IRULE
REAL A, B, ERRABS, ERREST, ERRREL
& F,RESULT
EXTERNAL F
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
Get output unit number
CALL UMACH (2, NOUT)
Set limits of integration
A=O.O
B = 1.0
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
Set error tolerances
ERRABS =0.0
ERRREL = 0.001
Parameter for non-oscillatory
function
IRULE=2
CALL QDAG (F, A, B, ERRABS, ERRREL, IRULE, RESULT, ERREST)
RETURN
END
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C*******************************************************************
C
REAL FUNCTION F (X)
REAL X
CALL FVALUES (F, X)
RETURN
END
C
C******************************************************************
C
SUBROUTINE FVALVES (CP,XP)
INTEGER NX, LDY
PARAMETER (NPDES=l, NX=101, LDY=NPDES)
REAL XBREAK(NX), Y(LDY,NX), CP, XP
COM:MON /ARRAJ XBREAK, Y
C
C DO LINEAR INTERPOLATION ON ARRAY XBREAK
C TO FIND FUNCTION.
C
D050K=1,NX
IF (XP .EQ. XBREAK(K» THEN
CP = Y(LDY,K)
ELSEIF (XP .GT. XBREAK(K» THEN
IF (XP .LT. XBREAK(K+I» THEN
CP = «XP-XBREAK.(K»/(XBREAK(K+l)-
&XBREAK(K»)*(Y(LDY,K+1)-Y(LDY,K»+Y(LDY,K)
ENDIF
ENDIF
50 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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